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066 842616
Tyagarah Airfield
Pacific Highway
Byron Bay NSW 2481
Fax: 066 842616
Sports Aviation Specialists
Trike, Hang Gliding and Ultralight, Tandem Flights and Pilot Training, Service and Sales
We fly and recommend:

*

Stop Press Stop Press Stop Press

Airborne Edge - now certified!!

* Pegasus XL, Q and Quasar - Europe 's best
Hang Gliders from:
* Enterprise Wings - Combat and Aero
* Airborne Windsports - Blitz and Sting
Accessories:

Now operating from Tyagarab Airfield!!
* Right on the Pacific Highway just 10 km north of the bea utiful

* Sjostrom varios

*

*

* Air Support harnesses
* Aussie Skin harness and flight suits
Service:

*

Byron Bay!
1000 metre grass airstrip!
On site briefing, relaxation and hangar areas !
Indoor and Moving Platform hang gliding training simulators

* Joe Scott,jully CM approved CFI

* All airframe repairs/wire replacements

* Sail repairs from Headwind
Importer and Distributor of:
* New IVOPROP
* Communica intercom sets
* I've tried the rest, now YOU get the best!!

Australia's Best Address for flights
and pilot training
Phone 066 842616 for all your Sport Aviation needs

The sky's the limit, take it to the limit

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Turnut NSW 2720
Phone/Fax: (069) 47 2888
Assisted by th e Australian Sports Commission
o ffice use on ly

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

. . . . . .. Address :
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

. Postcode:
Birthdate :

Payment Details: $

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

. Card #:

Signature: .
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125 12 months (fUI.L) Membership
$115 (Nth·NSW) 12 mths fULL Membership
$135 (SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$20
PHG Pil ots Operoti onal Levy
$50
Additiooal family Member (1 2 month s)
$25
RejoiningAchnini s!ratioo fee
$45
Short Term Membership (4 month s)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 month s)
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$15

Trial/lnstru etional Ai gbt(TIf)
7 Days total available through instructors only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscri ption (NonfJ y)
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Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Airm ail )
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(043) 331812
Sec: Duncan Brown
(043) 328334
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent
SAL), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles ,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in SkYsailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADUNE
15th of the month (for the following month's
Issue!) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial membersplease quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysallor Contributions
All Skysailor contributions should be sent
to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return .

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888
PRESIDENT
Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
(069) 472 888

For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
(042) 971923
Pres. James Nathaniel
(042) 971923
Tres. Debbie Nathaniel
Safety & Training:
(042) 674570
Mark Milsos
Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood gds,
Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
Sth Qld
PO Box 149
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Kenmore Q 4069
Phil Pritchard
Sec. Mike Pendlebury
(06) 2924065
018761193
Pres. Grant Heaney
James Christenson,
(06) 2979081
Sec. & PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788W
Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove a 4740
HGAWA
PO Box82
Pres. Fran Wing
(079) 574330
South Perth 6151
Secrrrs: Ron Huxhagen
Sec. Sarah Armstrong
(079) 552913
(09) 3142749
VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAHGA
1 SturtSt
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 29775323

PGConvenor
Stuart Andrews
POBox9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461
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Marie Jeffery
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Shirley Lake landing at Lennox Head,
NSW
Photo by Matt Colby

CLUBS
Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611
Sec. Sonia Jones
(075) 762225

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Guenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Aif Piper
(043) 631278
V.Pres : Bob Bentley

North East Vlctortan
HGClub Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753
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mawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet Illawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
(042) 971852
Sec Warwick Kelly
(042) 261707
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
Sec. Chris Boyce
(042) 942545
meet 6pm 1st Sun
eamonth
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 332
Gladstone a 4680
Pres. Colin McGree
(079) 723595
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
tres. Mark Madden
(0G3) 822927

Cudgegong Valley
HGClub
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
(066) 215725
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1stWed
each month
Calms Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
NevAkers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Craig Worth
Pres Richard McWhinney (065) 592713
(049) 549415
Sec. Grant Armstrong
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(065) 537095 H
(049) 585113
Fx (065) 835972 W
'PG' Ian Ladyman
Ben Leonard
(049) 498946
(065) 821966
Lower Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres. David Middleton
(02) 6236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
(02) 7249602

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
(042) 840221 H
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(048) 894182H

Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Ken Mitchelhill
3) 8192717 ah
03) 2882480 bh
ec. Christine Danger
(054) 283185 ah

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond

~

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
(03) 7353095
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Ulydale (n. rail line)
Dalwaliinu HG Club
Pres. Andrew Humphries
(09) 3816053
Sec. Mathew Tchan
(09) 3845328

Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Graeme Etherton
(077) 733580
Tres. Brad Cooper
(077) 792353
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. David Redman
(079) 552740
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
(079) 552913
Far Sth Coast HGC
Anthony Orman
(044) 762098
Bob Chidgey
(044) 711765

Skysailor needs
your photos
and articles!!
3

Hello once again
Here on the far north coast of New South
Wales we have been experiencing such lovely
warm sunny days that we could easily forget
it is winter until the sun sets and cool night air
settles. As our local radio proclaims and our
many southern visitors of late will agree, it's
Australia's best address! Our pilots have been
achieving quite a lot of flying, with Joe Scott's
school at Tyagarah being the new goal from
the mountains overlooking the bay.
Southern pilots can be consoled by planning
their competition itinerary and flying season
about to commence in September or so!
Consequently, it is sometimes difficult to
anchor myself to the computer to produce the

next issue with fine weather outside. I don't
know how it is for readers, but it seems I no
sooner finish one issue, than it's time for the
next! Thanks to all the members who have
expressed their appreciation and made suggestions.

unfortunately the smaller fish such as ourselves, will be caught in the net. With Australia
in a recession and inflation at an all time low,
one wonders how Australia Post can justify
such changes, bearing in mind their existing
multi-million dollar profit margin.

I have once more reduced the size of the
print in order to squeeze more into every
edition. As it is a similar size to many other
magazines, I'm sure there will be no difficulty
in reading it, but your feedback is welcome.

Before you all think that the previous paragraph was to prepare you for Skysailor cuts,
let me assure you that the HGFA treasurer and
I will do all that is necessary in an effort to
maintain, and hopefully, improve our
magazine.

Many of you will be aware from other publications of Australia Post's intention to place
all magazines within a new category called
Printpost. This came into effect in the past few
months, in order for Australia Post to bring
charges up to date, or so they say. Fortunately
Skysailor is exempt from the new rates until
next July. Currently HGFA pays 45 cents for
each Skysailor posted but this will increase to
a range of 48 cents to a massive 77 cents for
each copy!
More than half of our members live outside
metropolitan areas and these Skysailors will
cost the most to post. Thus increasing the
monthly bulk post by approximately one
third. As well as the rise in charges, 4 sorting
categories will apply, just in case we don't
have enough work to do already! Australia
Post says it is attempting to make the large
publishing corporations pay their way, but

I do need more articles and photos - perhaps
some of our pilots who have recently returned
from overseas would like to tell of their experiences.
Time for me to sign off for another month.
Safe Flying,
Marie

HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' - every pilot should have one on their bookshelf
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar - now available!
Australian Open video
Coming soon - HGFA windsocks

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
19.95
39.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Ph!Fx: 069-472888
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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they're more likely to find greater concentrations of adrenalin in it if anything.

Dear Marie
Reference to the Letter-to-the-Editor from Pat
Finch in the May 1992 edition of Skysailor
regarding the HGFA's 'Back to the Future'.
I was interested in Mr Finch's reference to
'The commercial outfit may well have been
the same one that worked the Australian
Ultralight Federation over, and turned it into
a company.'
I am not aware of any 'commercial outfit'
working the AUF over. When I took up my
appointment as the Executive Director of the
AUF in April 1987, the Federation was considering a draft memorandum and Articles of
Association to register the AUF as a limited
liability company. I understand that this
proposal followed from concerns that the
AUF's members and officials, as a national
body, were not protected for their activities
outside of Victoria where it was incorporated
as an Association since June 1984.
The alternatives were to fonn a company or
register it as an association in each State and
Territory which would require eight sets of
annual returns and eight separate public officers. Although the laws on companies and
associations have changed since then, the
Federation decided it was in the best interests
of the members to finalise the registration of
the AUF as a company with liability limited
by guarantee. While this does impose some
additional audit and company administration
on the AUF, and in particular my position as
the company Principal Executive Officer, the
members gain the benefit of having their legal
liability limited to $2.00 in the event of the
AUF being wound up.

It must have something to do with the fact
that we're always raving about how high
we're gonna get today or got the last time we
flew. The man hiding in the bushes with the
listening device may well misinterpret pilots'
excited ravings thusly so!

It's true, I don't do drugs - just herbal tea!
Get high and stay there.
Jules Makk, 53335
P .S. Check the bushes first, before you pee
on 'em.
P.S. Love the calendar - got one!

Dear Marie
I would like to reply to Brian fell of the
Melbourne Uni Hang Gliding Club. I can
sympathise with the problems of the student
pilots, most of whom are impoverished and
all relatively inexperienced. However, I am
sure Melbourne must have a large population
of pilots, the vast majority of whom would be
only too happy to help with infonnation on
sites etc and for you to go flying with them.
In my experience, pilots are happy to help
when asked for guidance by a less experienced flier, but often don't like to "butt
in" and offer assistance if perhaps it isn't
required.
I would suggest that a letter to HGFA asking
for names and phone numbers of local safety
officers and other intennediate and/or advanced pilots should do the trick. Ring them
up and ask them for advice and if you can, go
flying with them. Fill up a car with pilots and
share petrol costs. Offer to retrieve or tow
drive for more experienced pilots once in a
while in return for their assistance. I bet you
won't get knocked back!
Yours sincerely
Jenny Ganderton

P .S. If there are any impoverished Uni student pilots in the Central West, don't hesitate
to contact Len and I on 068 537220!!

Dear Brian and feUow club members
I am writing in response to your letter in June
Skysailor. I found it interesting that glider
repairs were on top of your list. Why do you
have such high repair bills? Why haven't you
contacted VHGA who are your voice to the
HGFA? And who is your instructor? Surely
you are notteaching yourselves? A lot of your
questions should not be necessary if you are
learning through a registered school or instructor, as the infonnation you seek would
be available from an instructor. Repair bills
wouldn't be yours either, or the need for them.
Why don't you attend the VHGAmeetings
and meet other pilots to enrich your impoverished minds with their experience and
knowledge. You could probably even borrow
one of their copies of the old manual.
HGFA is a non-profit organisation relying
on membership fees for everything, including
the production ofthe OPS manual. The reason
it has been so long in production, is that as it
is an official document, to pay someone to do
it would cost $35,000 which the HGFA does
not have. HGFA is once again relying on the
goodwill and spare time of Paul Mollison to
write it. Would you give up your family time
to do something for nothing? Regulations are
constantly changing, but instructors and
members are kept up to date through
Skysailor.
You claim to be impoverished uni students.
Our taxes are paying your way. What faculties
are you studying - medicine, law, accountancy? Will you give people like us, the
general members who are mostly low to middle income earners with families and
mortgages, but with the desire to fly, discounts when we use your services after you
graduate? •

Paul Bowie on launch Crackneck, Central Coast - p D Brown

I cannot comment upon the HGFA
proposals, but the AUF was certainly NOT
'done over' by a commercial body or anyone
else.
Yours sincerely
T A. (Tom) Turner, Executive Director

Dear Marie
I am writing this letter to you with a daffy
duck pen which was a present from Kieran
Tapsell during one of his Christmas parties a
few years ago at StanwelI, but this is not what
I wish to discuss.
I am not disturbed by the recent (?) arrangement to agree to Drug Testing by the Sports
Commission; it doesn't bother me in the
slightest, in fact I cannot even see it happening, and can't see them driving to the top of
Emu to get pilots to pee in bottles; I think
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:Letters
... continued ... :
L ••••••••••••••••••••• J
Maybe you and your club members should
actually wait until you can afford to leam
properly, and own your equipment, and be
able to pay for repair bills. It is unfortunate
that in this day and age we are becoming so
used to handouts; student discounts, dole,
pensions, sickness benefits, medicare, etc,
that we are ultimately losing sight of the
Golden Rules· look after yourself. Because
why should someone else pay your way
through life?
J. Watson, 14100 •

Why We Should Fly
legally
and encourage others to do so as
well ...
by Ian Jarman
I received a bombshell the other day from
our Insurance Broker. Our current insurer is
not going to renew our policy next year.
Whatever their reason, it is bad news for us,
as it will no doubt result in a massive premium
increase with a new insurer next year.
We have made too many claims this past
two years, one of which will no doubt exceed
annual premium pool. The most expensive of
these claims including the one above have
been as a result of Overseas Visiting pilots. Is
$45 enough to cover the insurance problems
we now face?
A word of warning to clubs ... if you allow
a visiting pilot to fly uninsured on your site,
the HGFA will be in no position to bail you
out should an accident occur resulting in an
insurance claim. We will not allow back dated
membership forms .. if it's not in the office
when the accident occurs - tough luck. Visiting pilots required full STM membership
($45) and their licence must be endorsed by
the HGFA office. If they carry no HGFA
membership card, then they must not fly.

pilots taking adequate insurance coverage
and demonstrating correct pilot skills and at·
titudes before being allowed to fly without
supervision. I would be more angry if our sites
were jeopardised through uninsured pilot activities. It is not the visiting pilot's fault, it is
our fault for not making sure these people do
the right thing.
A new insurer this summer, facing two or
three claims due to visiting pilots would most
likely close the doors on us. Once we have
been denied insurance the industry would
treat us like lepers ... end of flying on MOST
of our sites.
Furthermore the rash of minor claims for car
damage etc caused by pilots' negligence in
glider set-up/parking and landing, has got to
stop. Maybe we will need to increase the
excess paid by members on claims to $1,0002,000 to reduce the minor claims.
The other related problem is that the excess
charged (currently $500) is never recovered
from these visiting pilots as they are long
gone by the time of claims settlement ... your
membership fees have to cover that ... $1000
last year.
If we are serious about safety, our claims
should be reducing along with out premium.
Get the message out ... no insurance or no
suitable licence .. NO FLY! and tell them
why . •

As a member I am very angry that my fees
may be forced to rise because clubs, instructors and safety officers fail to insist on these
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general to help and encourage pilots to discover and develop competitive skills.
The cut off point again this year will be 60 pilots. Prizes go to:
Open A Grade 1 2 3 4 5
B Grade 123
CGrade 123;
Queensland 1 2 3
Northern Queensland 123
Ladies 1
Most Improved
Best Team
Lucky draw for a Non winner
Proceeds of comp shirts will add to prize money.
For further details ph Ron Huxhagen 079 552913

Veteran Pilot's Fly-in

US Nationals Hang Gliding Championships
Telluride, Colorado
September 5 - 12
Offering world class flying in conjunction with the Telluride Film
Festival from September 5-7 following by the Telluride Hang Gliding
Festival from September 14-19.
For more info contact: Nick Kennedy, PO Box 1026, Telluride, CO
81435 (303) 728 3905

Gillies Comp 1992, Nth Qld

Forbes is holding a "Vintage and Veterans" sports event on October
10th and 11th and has asked me to organise a hang gliding event. Bill
Moyes has agreed to have his tug available for aero tows as there wiII
probably not be a suitable paddock available for car towing at that time
of the year - unless the drought continues!! We even have one or two
hills not far away.
The Forbes Soaring and Aero Club has agreed to host the event - they
are also putting on a gliding event and navigation trial for powered
aircraft (including ultralights). If weather permits we wiII have a low
key fun type XC competition, otherwise we might be reduced to
duration and spot or even just flying for fun! For the purposes of this
event, "Vintage or Veteran" is defined as over 40, but no-one wiII be
checking birth certificates.

18, 19 & 20 September
A & B grades, $2000 prize money
Entry fee $60 includes food for 19-20
Ladies Cballenge included; a good place to start your season if
you're interested in going to Japan in '93
1st $500 + pair gold nugget earrings if we have a minimum of 4 pilots
Call early for a place as number of pilots is limited, ph 070995585
AH 070 553343

Eungella 1992, Nth Qld
27 September to 4 October inclusive
Early entry fee $100, late entry fee after 8pm on 26 September $110.
This includes the first film, extra film will be available at cost.
Pilots require a 35 mm data back camera as day board, start gate, tum
point and goal photos will be required. UHF channel 14 will be
monitored for pickups and emergencies.
Pilots requiring accommodation at the Chalet or Broken River or the
caravan park must book early or bring a tent.
Early entry fees help pay for trophies, CAA etc. Cheques and money
orders made payable to Whitsunday Hang Gliding Club, and sent to
Secretary, Whitsunday Hang Gliding Club, 12 Van Eldik Ave,
Andergrove Qld 4740.
Some changes to this year's comp means more prize money and an
extra grade C being paid to third place. Also the Northern Queensland
Region will provide three trophies for 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the Northern
Queensland Region.
Briefings will be held at 11 am each day, presentation day will be
Sunday evening 4th October, or midday, depending on weather. 8
rounds are planned, weather permitting.
Ethel will once again, with the assistance of speakers from our
Australian team, hold talks on flying at Eungella and competitions in
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SEPTEMBER
Byron Bay
Gold Coast
Sunshine Coast
Cairns
Townsville
Eungella

10th, 11th
12th-14th
15th-16th
18th-21st
23rd-24th
26th Sept-4th Oct

OCTOBER
Cooplacurripa
3rd-5th
Gold Coast
10th-12th
Northern Beaches
24th-25th
Northern Beaches Expo 31st Oct-1st Nov

NOVEMBER
Stanwell Park

21st-22nd

• Gliders available for test flights include the Sting 118 and 154;
the Blitz 137, 146 and 155; the "Buzz" 154 and the Edge trike.
• Please contact Airoome on (049) 499 199 to arrange
test flights at the above locations.

AirBorne Windsports
Unit 12130 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead, NSW 2290
7
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:LCompetitions
... continued:J

If any pilots are interested in coming along, please could they let me
know as soon as possible, so I can organise trophies etc.
Jenny Ganderton, 068 537220 AH or 068 521688 BH

South East Queensland Regional Competition

Prizes to:
Most improved
Least improved
Best team
Sportsman Award
Lucky draw for a non-winner

1992 Victorian Spring Hang Gliding
Championships

To be held in the Canungra area
10 - 17 October with the 18th as a reserve
Entry fee $100 which includes the first film; extra film will be
available at cost.

Objectives: To provide competition experience for Victorian pilots
of all levels; to improve the National ranking of Victorian pilots

Pilots require a 35mm camera, no data back required, tum point &
day board photos only; we will be timing launch. UHF Channel 19 will
be monitored for pick-ups and emergencies.

Grade of Competition: The competition shall be conducted in Open
and C grades

Accommodation
Canungra Hotel, 075 435233
Canungra Motel, 075 435155
Canungra Caravan Park, 075 435153
Please book early
Some major changes to this year's competition mean an 8 consecutive days comp to be run straight after Eungella so we can have two
national ladder competitions in a row.
To attract A, B & C Grade pilots we will be offering $5000 plus prize
money in addition to $2000 worth of prizes.
Initial briefing will be held at 8am at the Canungra Hotel, 10th
October.
We will conduct entertainment nights throughout the competition.
The cut off point this year will be 100 pilots.
Proceeds from the sale of competition shirts and food will add to the
prize money.
Entry fees to: Mrs Sonia Jones, 63 Angelica St, Elanora Qld 4221;
Payable to: Canungra Hang Gliding Club
Enquiries to : Phil Pritchard, 018 761193 and David Staver, 075
435631

Dates and Locations: The competition shall be conducted on 31.10,
1,2 & 3.11.92 at Mt Emu!fawonga Gap/Mt Buffalo (HQ at Bogong
Hotel Tawonga); and
14, 15,21 & 22.11.92 at Ben Nevis/Buangor/Elmhurst/Sugarloaf (HQ
at Red Kangaroo Roadhouse Beaufort)
If the weather during the competition is such that by 22.11.92 fewer
than 4 rounds have been conducted, additional rounds may be
scheduled.
Daily Program:
10.00
12.00
12.30
20.00
21.00

Morning pilot briefing (and registration)
Pre-flight pilot briefing
First pilot ready to launch
Notification of landing details to scorer (note
penalty points may be awarded for late
notification of landing details)
Preliminary results posted

Prizes: comprising trophies and donated products will be awarded to
1st, 2nd and 3rd overall and 1st in C grade
Entry Requirements: The competition is open to HGFA members
with a minimum of Novice + Alpine pilot rating.
Fee: The competition entry fee is $20

1992 Northern NSW Regional Championships
It is intended to run these championships over the weekends of 3-5
October, 17-18 October and 31 October-1 November 1992. The
weekend of 14-15 November 1992 will also be used if insufficient
rounds have been held. The comp is to be run at various sites in the
region including Cooplacurripa, Rylstone and Tamworth.

Prizes to top ten places
Prize money to:
A grade, 1st, 2nd, 3rd
B Grade, 1st, 2nd, 3rd
C Grade, 1st, 2nd, 3rd

Karen Hoskin, day 1 with Tony Armstrong at Sandon Beach
photo by Mark Hellier

The competition is intended to provide experience for new competition pilots and will be
run in A grade, B grade and C grade. Extensive
use of "Cats Cradle" type tasks will be made.
By using volunteer labour from the clubs in the
region the entry fee will be set at $20. Contact
Craig Worth on 065 592713 for more information.

Third Paragliding Championship of
Reunion Island 1992
27 October - 1 November 1992 offers prizes
40,000 FF with entry fee 500 FF, 45 pil ot limit
A special air fa re + 15 days stay package makes
it possible to enjoy Reunion Island a full week
before competing

..-;..

For further deta ils contact Alain Barthere Ph: 16
92.35.15.24 Fx: 1692.35.30.8 1 or Criterium International De Parapente de la Reunion, C/- Offi ce Departemental des Sports, 6 square Leconte
de Lisle, 97400 St Denis Cedex, Ph: 19 262 21.42.33 Fx: 19262 - 21.95.91 or Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9 Tooma NSW 2742, Ph: 069 484461

--~
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Bogong Cup 1993
First competition in the Australian summer series
Date: 28.12.92 to 5.1.93
Cost: $(A)80
Maximum number of pilots: 120
30 places reserved for C grade pilots until 30.11.92
Places al10cated on receipt of entry fee
HQ: Bogong Hotel Tawonga Victoria
Last Registration: 27.12.92
Entries: North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club Inc, 2 Drummond
St, Tawonga, Vic 3697
Enquiries: Bob Daley, Cheyne Rd, Greta West Vic 3675, ph 057
276302 AH or John Adams, 2 Drummond St, Tawonga Vic 3697, ph
057 572945 AH

1993 Australian Hang Gliding Open
8th to 16th January 1993
Mount Cole area, Victoria
$120 entry fee

at The Brighton Savoy,
150 The Esplanade, Brighton

Ful1 details in next Skysailor or contact Wesley Hill, 33 Mosel1e St,
Box Hill North Vic 3129

7.30pm - 12.30am
on Friday 11 th September, 1992

Paragliding Competitions

~~'? c@@ jp)@iJ' Ilil@/ID@I (includes Band and 3 course meal)

NSW State Paragliding Championships - 1st rounds, Sat 3rd to Mon
5th October 1992, Tumut area
Victorian State Paragliding Championships, Sat 31st October to Tues
3rd November 1992, Bright area
NSW State Paragliding Championships 2nd rounds, Sat 21st to Mon
23rd November 1992, Tumut area
Australian Paragliding Open, Sat 30th January to Sun 7th February
1993, Mt Cole area
Australian Paragliding Flatlands Comp, Sat 13th February to Sun 21st
February 1993, Forbes area.
Please note that Tow Endorsements will be required to enter the
Flatlands Competition which will be run separately from the Hang
GlidingFlatlands Competition. Endorsements in Eastern Australia can
be issued by Brian Webb in Victoria, Mark Mitsos in NSW and Shaun
Keane in ACT.

SPAN : 8.2m
AREA: 10 sq m
SUMMARY: FUN!

100 Tickets only!!! Be Quick

Dress: Smart Casual
R.S.V.P. 22/8/92

For Booking details and Table reservations contact
Alison Drysdale (H) 752 9675, (W) 420 3844

To reserve your seat post your cheque payable to VHGA,
P.O. Box 400 Prahran 3181 before 2218/1992.
Tickets will only be reserved when money is received.

Australian Competition Calendar
Proposed competition dates for 1992/93 season
Victorian Open/Bogong Cup, 28 December 1992 - 5 January 1993
Corryong Cup, 8 - 12 January 1993
Flatlands, 20 to 29 January 1993
Australian Open, 8 to 16 January 1993
American Cup, 5 to 14 February 1993, limited entry ..

Converted hang gliders just don't have the speed to mix it
with the commercial trikes. These plans describe a trike
you can build yourself that not only keeps up with the big
boys, but leaves them behind! (at 1/3 the cost!)
The plans include more than 60 pages of descriptions,
drawings and lists of suppliers for all parts and major
specialist assemblies. It also includes a comprehensive
operations guide. Even if you don't build anything, the
plans are an invaluable reference for any trike pilot!
The plans are almost FREE: (cost of postage & copying
only) To get a copy, send $8.00 to:
John Reynoldson,
68 Teddington Rd., Hampton, Victoria, 3188
Note: These plans are not approved by the HGFA. Any aircraft constructed using these plans
as a guide must be registered under CAO 95.10 and operations of the aircraft are subject to this
order.

August 1992
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Executive Director's
Report August 1992
My report this month is motivated by the
recent comments regarding the HGFA doping
policy as referred to in the membership declaration for the past TWO years.
It seems the level of awareness of this policy
has been raised considerably in recent months
even though all members signed the same
declaration last year. As I am sure you are
aware the drugs in sport issue is not new and
although there have been some 'knee-jerk'
reactions, there has also been some very positive critique and suggestion on how the
Federation should move in this very tricky
area from members who are involved in other
sporting organisations that have wrestled with
the same problems. An organisation of our
size can not afford to contract specialist medical and legal advisers to write documents that
suit the need of every individual member.
Much of the over-reaction stems from some
members' concern that their lifestyles are
somehow threatened by the HGFA adopting
the ASC/ASDA policy.
This is definitely not the intent of the document nor of ASDA (Australian Sports Drug
Agency). The thrust of the policy is to rid sport
of performance enhancing drug abuse ... I find
it hard to believe that any of our members
would disagree with that principle. How we
go about balancing these concems is by no
means simple. Fortunately one of our members Troy Eady has suggested we look at
modifying the Surf Life Saving Association
policy (on which he worked) to suit the particular needs of our sports.
A draft version of this should hopefully be
available to each Region prior to the AGM in

September so that the Board can vote to either
stick with the ASC policy or to adopt the draft
based on the SLSA policy. (This is provided
we can find a volunteer to work on this draft.)
You might ask, "Why bother?" There is no
performance enhancing drug abuse in our
sport, so why have a policy at all. Or you
might take the view expressed to me by some
members that our links with the Sports Commission only create complications and unnecessary restrictions for the average pilot,
cause the executive director and office staff to
be distracted from membership duties by
seeking and servicing ASC grants and with no
apparent benefits to anyone except our national teams.
This raises the question of where does or
should the HGFA fit into the scheme of sport,
and in particular sport aviation both nationally
and internationally.
What are the Executive Director and
Board's primary functions?
Who are they serving, and who determines
what tasks they should or shouldn't undertake?
The HGFA is the ONLY recognised representative body for hang gliding/paragliding in
Australia. The Federal Government, (Sports
Cornmission, Civil Aviation Authority etc)
will only deal with one organisation for a sport
like ours. If we relinquish that official contact
then another group can apply to the Government for recognition as the official representative for hang gliding sports. That group
would make the rules that would govern your
operations, and competitions, and sites etc
even though you don't belong to their organisation. It would mean that our competition pilots would lose the right to represent
Australia at FAI events (World Championships etc).

Talbingo Launch - photo George Tome

While these issues may not seem as though
they would directly affect most pilots in their
ability to slip out to a hill for a flight, the
reality is that the "sports" survival is linked to
that official recognition and the authority it
provides HGFA to liaise with all levels of
government on behalf of members.
This recognition is vital in securing
reasonable insurance coverage, and hence access to sites. It is also vital to the rest of the
aviation community having confidence in our
Pilot training/certificate system.
No "system" of representation is perfect
especially in a land as vast and diverse as
Australia. There will always be members or
groups alienated or unhappy with a decision
or even the direction of a national organisation such as the HGFA. However, is this not
the essence of democracy. That things are
done for the benefit or at the choice of the
majority of members.
Not the majority of members being dictated
to because they have no voting right due to an
historical constitutional gerrymander.
(Sounds like South Africa) But I digress.
The HGFA has affiliations and responsibilities to a host of national and international
organisations as well as its own regional, state
and club affiliations, including specialist
committees or minority groups. These represent the processes and connections by which
the various needs and interests of our members are serviced as is the case in most sporting organisations.
The schematic, page 11, (Diagram 1) attempts to depict the more obvious interrelationships. It is complex and even from the
office perspective some of these links seem
fairly tenuous until an issue requires the link
to be activated.
Our recent spate of serious accidents
provides a good example of how many organisations can become directly involved and
are influenced through subsequent developments or program changes. In diagram 2, the
flow chart attempts to describe how some of
these internal and external organisations are
used/affected in a safety issue. The diagram
does not show how safety initiatives can
sometimes carry through to the international
level via ClVL and affect all F AI hang gliding
competitions.
The diagram is in two parts, part 1 being the
actions, investigations and reporting procedures with part 2 being the flow of interaction
once the HGFA's relevant committee has
made changes to any procedures following
the recommendations from either the
Coroner, CAA, BASI or the Regional examiner/cl ub.

Ian Jarman •
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Abbreyiation;

.. HGFA -

Oraanisation;

(BUS.

Hang Gliding Businesses and Manufacturers )

FAI
CASI
CIVL
CIMA

Federation
Commission
Commission
Commission

Aeronautique Internationale
Aeronautique de Sport Internationale
Internationale de Vol Libre
Internationale Microlight Aviation

ICAO

International Civil Aviation organisation

ASAC
CAS

Australian Sport Aviation Confederation
Confederation of Australian Sport

ASC
ASDA
ACC
NCAS

Australian Sports commission
Australian Sports Drug Agency
Australian Coaching Council
National Coaching Accreditation Scheme

CM
BASI

Civil Aviation Authority
Bureau of Air Safety Investigation
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1992 Women's Pre-Worlds, Japan
by Marjorie Beattie

I flew in on Garuda with a short stop off in
Bali, just enough time for a massage on the
beach and my hair braided into a million little
plaits.
Arrived at Tokyo Airport, lost my directions
so sent out an SOS to Mo110 who was to join
me there. Thank goodness we had a chauffeur
to Tokyo train station to guide us to the appropriate connection. We had 14 minutes to
change trains and we (ran) struggled with al1
our luggage and made it with 30 seconds to
spare. It's a good idea to limit luggage to a
minimum, perhaps tracksuits, flying suit and
1 good outfit and uniform, and a suitcase with
wheels as you'l1 walk a mile with your gear
catching the second train and on a different
level from the last one.
Yamagata Prefecture is 4 hours by 3 trains
from the Airport but next year they hope to
have a direct line in from Tokyo so it is
expected to be 2 hours.
We arrived at Nanyo railway station and
were met and taken to our respective hotels.
It turned out the teams had the best hotel in
town up on a hill, overlooking the town.
Everything was exceptionally organised. I
was very apprehensi,:e and nervous about
going, especial1y not knowing any ofthe other
Australian girls. As it turned out, it was al1
nervous energy wasted worrying.
We the Australian Team all shared a room
as did each country, without Futons and rice
pillows on the floor.
1st Day
2nd Day
3rdDay
And so on.

Comp
Comp
Comp

Somewhere in there we had our first invalid
day as not everyone got off the hill about 1300
feet AGL. I landed out in a big way with the
photo in a recent Skysailor to prove the impact. Great thermal conditions pumping off
those fields.
On the first invalid day, 2 people made
turnpoint; Judy Leden and Barbara from the
Swiss team. Towards the end of the comp
there was a second invalid day.
The second day was a complete contrast to
the first with no wind. I wasn't about to be left
on the hill today and I real1y needed to know
if my hang position was right so even if I
followed all the wind dummies before me I'd
at least know I was in trim.
Away and yes, at about 200 feet AGL I
circled for about 20 minutes over a green
house neither rising nor falling. But nevertheless leaving me at least confident for the comp
in my new glider.
On the second invalid day, the Aussies were
in good placing for take off. Jenny 1st, Leith
2nd, Kari Castle 3rd, Marjorie 4th, Birgit 5th
with Judy Leden and Helen not far behind.
Only Jenny and Kari got above the hill and
away to 1st turnpoint while the rest of us
packed up at the bombout. That was the only
distance to be had, 13 difficult kilometres, and
that was it for the comp, 2 invalid days of
flying.
The cherry blossom party was excellent!
With a band of about 20 drummers and each
of us having the opportunity to join in, at the
park overlooking Nanyo.
Opening day was traditional Japanese Warriors firing their guns (which were so heavy my glider was lighter) and the recoil sent the
guys back 2 steps.

Sightseeing!!! Yes, we did that on the rainy
days, a couple of temples - we]) worth a look
(1,000 steps up). Had to get some exercise in
as we didn't fly. We also went to a Demo on
Traditional Japanese defence sports.
You'll enjoy the cultural exchange but very
few people up in Nanyo speak English.
Marie's place is often frequented after dinner
as Marie speaks english and gives everyone
lots of tea and coffee (real western types) and
above al1 sweets, biscuits etc. By the way she
also owns the local bottle shop. Marie had a
birthday party whilst we were there! We all
had a ba]).
Anyone planning to go next year should
keep in mind to take plenty of money. I bought
the others in the team a chocolate swiss roll
as a thankyou for helping me clean up my
Paddie Suck disaster and it cost me $12
Australian so an idea on prices.
Excess luggage is expensive; $180
Australian dollars for 5 kgs over the limit of
norrnal1y 20 kg but for sporting purposes they
a])owed us 30 kg.
You also learn not to ask for anything in
Japan as they will give it to you. They really
go out of their way to help and I mean that.
When going to Japan in 1993 keep in mind
other Japanese comps to fol1ow, we were all
invited to another comp and unfortunately
most people were booked to go home. But
Leith, Wazza, Helen and Monique went on to
join about 50 Japanese pilots and were treated
like royalty and put up in a hotel for 2 days
and billeted out for the others. Congratulations to Leith who came 6th and Helen 8th,
Wazza 13th, so good on the Aussies.
If you're a vegetarian, it's very hard as
vegies and leafy greens were very scarce, but
we were blessed with plenty of bananas and
oranges.

Take lots of vitamin tablets; ask Helen
Ross-Smith, she carried a good supply. The
food is protein, protein, protein, meat and fish,
and lots ofliquid tea and soups. No sweets or
desserts. They're strictly B.Y.O.
Take a few Australian gifts with you as
you'l1 reciprocate at some stage.
See you all fly hard and well this season so
you can get into the Aussie Team girls. Come
and start your season at the Gillies and Eungel1a as I hear the list has to be in by early
January . •
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Australia's Training &Recreational Air Park
Hang Gliders and Ultralights
Props.: L & R Scott

Pacific Highway, Johns River 2443
Phone: (065) 56 5265

High Adventure XC Tours
2 tours, Dates:

2nd November - 11th November
30th November - 9th December

These tours are designed to coach pilots to a competent level in cross country and competition skills. Task
of out & return, dog leg, triangle and open distant course is the format. An FAI observer will be present
for record attempts. A guest pilot from the Australian team will be present during these tours and valuable
skills in XC will be discussed in our briefings prior to the day's flying.
The flying area is northwest of Tamworth. 1500 & 1700 foot hills overlooking endless flatlands will be flown
for the first couple of days, then a drive west to a private location which will be our base situated in a sea
of flatlands.
The remaining 3-4 days of the tour will be spent flying XC back to Tamworth to finish off.
The "equipment" for towing in the flatlands consists of 2 x winches; the famous hydraulic string winch and
one aero-tug.
"Retrieve" equipment: one airconditioned 15 seater mini-bus.

"Requirements": 1. Must want to fly long, high and set best personal record;
2. Must have had some inland experience;
3. Airworthy glider and equipment;
4. Parachute;

-

5. UHF radio;
6. Current HGFA membership;
7. Tow bridles;
8. Limited to 10 pilots maximum.

Cost for 10 days tour - $850 if aero and tow endorsed, otherwise $900 and High Adventure will endorse
you for both winch and aero tow endorsements.
Note: less than 10 days of XC tour flying can be arranged.

Cost includes:

* Transport throughout tour, pick-up and retrievals

*
*
*
*
*
*

FAI observer
Use of the best equipment to get you airborne
Instruction from world's best
I n flight instruction
Refreshments
Unlimited Tours

--

Contact Lee Scott 065 565265 or 018 652582
August 1992
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r---------~,Oi;-Eagle Eyes" flight glasses.
:: $105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 BI-focal
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
Electronic Tow Meters - $185

Photography - I t S !JL[[
:'
In rrtie !Fi[m
J

I have recently read John Heiney's article
on aerial photography from Hang Gliding
which I thought was excellent. I thought a few
words about film might now be appropriate.
These days most people prefer to shoot
colour print film on auto everything cameras.
This combination is pretty wel1 foolproof and
can be relied on to give good average results.
Modern colour print film is extremely good
and well suited to this application. If your
results are not pleasing you, it's almost certainly not the film's fault.
Most faults with colour prints come from
poor mini lab quality or poor exposure of the
film or both. Some mini labs are hopeless and
can be relied upon to present you with badly
exposed prints with washed out colour - every
time. Make sure you complain if you're not
happy, listen if they suggest the fault may be
yours but go elsewhere if they can't get it
right. Some mini lab operators don't have a
clue about colour or exposure and I fear they
use their chemistry way past it's "use by date".
I have found a lab that prints well nearly every
time - good exposures and rich colour - so it
can be done!
The most common fau"lt of auto everything
cameras is their tendency to under expose
especially when there is a lot of sky in the shot.
Under exposure will cause prints to exhibit a
washed out appearance - poor colour saturation and lack of shadow detail. If this sounds
like you then try to trick the system.
If the film speed on the box is ISO 100, set
your camera's film speed to ISO 50. This will

!:
'

North Coast Avionics

compensate for
regular under-exDenis Cummings
posure and will give
PO Box 741
you better looking
Byron Bay 2481
results.
Ph (066) 856287
Final1y if you want ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~
a real1y good print
Here is another tip. I usually shoot on
from a negative, take it to a professional
Kodak's
new Ektachrome EPZ100 film - a
colour printing lab; it costs more but it's worth
wonderful
outdoors film. I rate the film atlSO
it.
200 in the camera and have it push processed
Colour slide film is a more delicate art.
by one shop in the colour lab. This works
Exposures must be spot on and colour balance
really well and gives me a useful extra stop of
should be right too.
speed to use. It costs a little more but may be
Exposure onto positive film is critical and
useful when the light is failing or you need a
most people soon learn how to get it right with
bit more speed.
the equipment they use.
If you want prints from your slides, you
The most common fault I notice when viewmust take them to a professional positive
ing other people's slides is colour balance
printing colour lab. I have never seen a decent
problems. Most commonly slides are too blue.
print made from a slide that came from a
Colour and slide film wil1 only give true
corner store mini lab so forget them; they
colour rendition on a sunny day with a blue
can't do it. If you really want a colour print
sky at around midday which means that the
that will last have it printed on Cibachrome
light is almost never the right colour. The
paper because the dyes are far more stable.
higher you go the bluer it gets and cloudy da ys
If you've been disappointed about the
can be very blue. This blueness has the effect
quality ofreproduction of your favourite print
of killing the richness of yellows, reds and
on the pages of Skysailor, it's not Marie's
greens; it can give the picture a cold look.
fault. Colour prints usually lack contrast and
Now without the aid of an expensive colour
covert very poorly to black and white - that's
temperature meter to tell you which filter to
life.
use, you can only guess. On average a filter
Finally, if you see a great shot in front of
known as an 81B is a good compromise. I
you,
don't just shoot one or two frames, film
nearly always have one on my camera when
is
cheap.
Don't miss getting that one magic
photographing hang gliding. Buy a multishot
and,
as
we say in the business, shoot the
coated filter, it will reduce flare and unwanted
s
...
out
of
it!
reflections.
All the best
Robin Gauld, BA. Photography •

Please note:
Canungra Hang Gliding
Club
Next meeting
Saturday September 12th
at the Canungra Sports Hall after
the day's flying
BYOBBQ
Parachute repacking a possibility

August 1992

Free flying in
Indonesia
Indonesia is a vast, sprawling stretch of
volcanic islands, straddling the equator,
usually known for their richness of culture
and ethnic diversity, and, of course, for the
tropical island resorts of Bali and Lombok.
However, Indonesia is now becoming known
as a free flying paradise, largely due to the
efforts of a small but enthusiastic association
of local pilots who delight in sharing their
favourite sites with visitors. Types of sites
vary as much as the archipelago itself; there
are breathtaking coastal cliffs, 3600 metre
high volcanoes surrounded by lush green
fields, vast moonscapes of desert and jagged
peaks, all set among a serene agrarian
countryside with a wealth of sumptuous
flying possibilities.
Excellent thermalling and ridge-soaring
conditions can be enjoyed all year round in
Indonesia, simply by utilising different sites
for different seasons. Flying conditions on
Bali are best from May to November, with
consistent south-easterly winds feeding the
many coastal ridge-soaring sites, some of
which rise 300 metres above the stunning
beaches. Therrnalling sites are numerous,
with volcanoes ranging in height from 1700
to 3142 metres and thermalling conditions are
very good in this, Bali's dry season with the
low humidity helping enormously.
Flying conditions on Java are best from
December to April. This is a diverse, historic
and culturally rich island of beautiful mountains, deep-green tea plantations, fertile rice
paddies, lush tropical forest, and other-worldly paragliding and hang gliding sites. Java is
best experienced when touring overland, east
to west, or vice versa. It has been said that Java

is one big flying site, because of the profusion
of mountains that march down its spine, with
15 peaks exceeding 3000 metres and others so
numerous that it has been intimated that every
Javanese lives and dies within sight of a volcano.
Central Java is the focus of free flying activity, Yogyakarta being the base for trips to
countless para and hang gliding sites nearby.
The emphasis is on therrnalling, due to the
arid nature of the surrounding lowland.
Mt Bromo in East Java is a centrepiece in a
wild, primeval landscape, often likened to
lunar topography. This otherworldly area,
surrounded by a black sand sea, evokes
powerful emotions in many tourists who visit
the area, especially the ones who ride the
thermals!
In West Java, numerous sites abound, surrounded by lush tea plantations and tropical
greenery, some sites situated only 90 krn from
Jakarta.
A short hop across the Sunda Strait to
Sumatra brings you to a land where superlatives fail to adequately describe the abundance of tremendous beauty and natural
wealth. Sumatra is far wilder, more rugged
and unspoilt than Java or Bali. Perhaps this is
why many refer to the island as "The Africa
of Southeast Asia". An unbroken mountain
wall ranging from 1575 to 3805 metres
parades down the entire Western aspect of the
island, including 93 volcanic peaks, 15 of
them still active.
Although many sites exist in Indonesia,
there are still numerous virgin sites yet to be
discovered. The adventurous will definitely
profit! There is plenty of magic left in Indonesia . •

----------------~--

Coastal Flatland near Candi Dasa

Own your

own radio!
ICOM IC40'e
UHF RADIOS
DISCOUNTED!
Australia's best selling UHF radios.
Talk direct or use repeater stations
on the crystal clear FM band. Your
choice of the basic IC-40, strong, reliable & budget priced, or the 5 watt
40G with LCD display, programmable
scan & night light or the 40G Plus
with an upgraded longer life battery
pack. For pilots & crew these compact, powerful (up to 5 watts) ni-cad
powered radios are real winners.
12 months factory guarantee.

Only $ 480
Only $ 540
Only $ 560
• With Free carry case, limited offer.

IC-40
40G "
40G Plue

NEXT DAY DELIVERY ONLY $16
ICOM A-20 MK11
AIRBAND RADIO
Want to fly legally near
the cloudbase or at
MTAF airfields?
Fly safe and legal with
the aircraft band ICOM
A-20 handheld. The new
A-20 MK11 comes with
programmable scan, a
backlit panel, an updated
VOR navigation function
& a frequency change "on
the top" capability.
Yes, fully DOTC Legal !
~ CarTY case &
~ AC & DC chargers.

A-20 MK2 $690.00
NEXT DAY DELIVERY $18

GREAT ICOM AD[;-ONS
Headset I'li1h boom mike and PIT $ 95
Microphone/speaker, micro size
$ 69
Desktop "smart" battery charger $159

YES Mail, phone or Fax your orders to
us. Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard OK.
Prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429

(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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Northern NSW Region
Motions for HGFA AGM
We have been speaking about these matters
for a number of years now until you must be
sick of it. Most people can't believe that these
rules do not apply already and wonder why
we have taken all this time to give each member an equal vote in the Federation's affairs.
Ian Jarman suggested I spell out some motions, to set the matter right, that can be submitted to the HGFA convention in September.
Please, let's have your comments.
One Member One Vote or Equal Votes
for All Members
1.

2.

3.

A person shall bea memberoftheHGFA
when he (or she) has submitted a Membership Application Form and paid his
membership fees, and his application has
been accepted by the HGFA executive
officer and entered in the HGFA membership register.
Each member of the HGFA shall be entitled to one vote in any matter being
considered by the HGFA, his region or
his club.
Each member shall be, or be deemed to
be, a member of a Club according to his
place of residence unless he directs the
HGFA otherwise. (ie a member can
choose which Club he belongs to)

~

/1
10th Anniversary

Flatlands '93
FORBES, AUSTRAUA

<

Competition Dates

20th - 29th January, 1993
Conditions of Entry:

*

$165 entry fee (discount of $15 if paid before end Oct)

* Min. of 4 pilots per team paid to allocate strip
Sponsors Welcome
4.

s.

6.

Each club shall be, or be deemed to be, a
member of a region according to its location unless it directs the HGFA otherwise. (ie each club can choose what
region it wants to be part of eg, Byron
Bay Club chose to be part of the SE Qld
Region)
Each club shaH be entitled to elect a
representative to its Regional Board of
Management and he shall have one vote
for every member of his club.
Each region shall be entitled to elect a
representative to the HGFA Board and he
shall have one vote for every member of
his Region.

7.

Entries:
Lynne Giffm
Court Street
Forbes NSW 2871
AUSTRALIA
Tel: 068-523899
Fax: 068-52 3481

A motion shall be carried by the HGFA
or a Regional Board of Management if a
sufficient number of Board members representing a majority of the members vote
in favour of the motion.

Steve Hocking
Secretary, N.NSW

Please note: Contact your regional
or state rep to advise of motions for
the HGFA AGM to be held in
September!! •

ALL OUR ATTeMPTS TO COMf'1UNfCATc
lJfTJ-I THe AfRBO RNE SPeC fE SHAVE
FAILED!
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Results of1992 Cross
Country Classic
International USA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
19
24
25
30
39
53
57
63
82
87
88
91
99
101
103

John Pendry
Tomas Suchanek
Carl Braden
Chris Arai
Brad Koji
Robin Hamilton
Mark Gibson
Jim Lee
Nelson Howe
Dave Sharp
Steve Blenkinsop
Drew Cooper
Mark Newland
Russ Duncan
Jon Durand
Steve Moyes
Ken Hill
Dave Adams
MickO'Dowd
Geoff Tulloch
Len Paton
Phillip Hystek
Alan Beavis
Helen Ross-Smith
Brett Atkinson

AirwaveK4
MoyesXS
Foil Combat
WWHPAT
WWHPAT145
AirwaveK4
WWHPAT145
WWHPAT145
Foil Combat
UP1RX 140 ·
Rumourll
MoyesXS 155
Foil 152
Blitz
MoyesXS
MoyesXS
Blitz 146
MoyesXS 155
MoyesXS 155
Blitz
Blitz 146
MoyesXS 155
Foil 152
MoyesXS 142
Blitz 146

Congratulations to Carl Braden on 3rd
position!

Triking Over The
Top
by StuartAndrews

I know it's not paragliding but - flying is

flying.
Sunday 24th May saw Thredbo bathed in
late Autumn sun with a sprinkling of snow on
the main range. A very light breeze was blowing at the top but, unfortunately from the
southwest. Another beautiful day that the
paragJider would be staying in its backpack.
A quick phone call to Glenn Wilson of Corryong Airforce however confirmed that the
same conditions prevailed on that side of the
Snowy Mountains and a "mission" to Thredbo could be on.
A couple of hours later the two trikes had
been fuelled up and pre-flighted and the local
Flight Service Unit phoned to get clearance
to fly to 7,500 feet. (All ultralights are limited
to 5,000 feet AMSL without clearance).
Another quick phone call to the lifty at the top
of Crackenback confirmed that the wind
strength was still around 5 to 8 knots and all
was ready.
With the Airborne Buzzard a little slower
than Glenn's Quasar, I was first to take off in
nil wind and beautiful silky smooth air and
climb out over Corryong and Mt Elliot and

into the Biggara Valley. Remembering our
briefing to keep one another in visual contact
I trimmed the Buzzard to its cruise speed and
searched the sky for the Quasar and finally
spotted it climbing fast from below and
towards my right. A couple of minutes and
Glenn was stationed 150 feet off my right
wing where we confirmed with one another
by thumbs up that all was OK. A quick move
of the bar and with his superior speed, Glenn
darted off to play around whilst I stayed on
track over Colemans Bend towards Geehi.
Crossing over the upperreaches of the Murray River I started climbing to pass over
Pheasant Ridge which hid Geehi Flat and
Geehi airstrip from view. Off to the right was
Mt Youngal and all around nothing but thick
sub-alpine bush. With the engine failure that
forced me down on my way to do my licence
at Holbrook still in mind, I kept looking back
at the flats ofthe Biggara Valley to make sure
that they were still in gliding range should the
Rotax decide to take a rest! The Quasar appeared again off my right wing to make sure
everything was still normal before dropping
away to cruise around the valleys below.
Glenn was obviously not as concerned as I
about an engine failure as I continued to
climb.
Tyrells Ridge disappeared below and there
3,000 feet below me was the Geehi airstrip,
our alternative landing should something >

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease of handling. Suitable for both
intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in difficult conditions with Class AlB SHY Acpuls rating. High
speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide (7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise the sceptics. From $4290
FLASH - Expert performance that the mere mortal can harness. A finely tuned lightning fast canopy for un-compromising results.
Speed in excess of 40 km/hr and LID 7+ make this the canopy for the serious pilot. AcpulslDHV certification. From $3800
MALmU - The ultimate ridge soaring machine, a superb thermalling canopy that gives lift on the lightest breeze. Incredible light
wind performance allows flying when conditions are too light for other canopies. A perfect partner for the hang glider for those light
days. Gtitesiegel Class 2 : 1.5.52.1/2/3. From $3450
CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate class, its reputation is well deserved, good performance under
varied conditions as well as good-natured ness in difficult piloting situations. New type of speed system extends speed range to more
than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning and intermediate pilots. SHV Acpuls Class A. From $3350
STELlAR - High performance plus high security to put the pilot at ease. An excellent all rounder to suit the discerning intermediate
pilot. Acpuls Class AlB. From $3300
DIABLO New for '92, good performance intermediate canopy, 3 riser, speed system, ACPULS certification, from $2990
FD/JAGUAR- Already a classic in Europe with over 5000 sold. Exceptionally easy to launch, very stable and forgiving, makes this
an ideal first canopy, especially for the inland pilot. A canopy with confidence inspiring stability. Gtitesiegel Class 1 : GS 01-098-89,
Acpuls Pl-45, 46. From $2590
Like a second chance? Our emergency parachutes
start from $585 with long or short bridle.
Back protectors - several types available.
Brauniger and Flightcomp Varios from $560

Hand held UHF 5 Watt radios from an amazing $429.
Hall wind speed indicators - $45.00.
Pro-Design T-shirts/Wind Cheaters
Model Para gliders, Wind socks and Blixt Gordon flight overalls.

CaD for prices on second-hand canopies from $1400
Stop Press! Pro Design wins gliding competition in Bezau, Austria.
Highest performance of any canopy - Challenger C 27, 7.7 LID (7.55 average); Best performance of certified advanced gliderChallenger C 25, 7.25 average LID; Second best performance of certified intermediate glider - Challenger 25,6.4 avo LID

Garry Stevenson

Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
August 1992
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go wrong. Ahead and towering above was the
western wall of the Snowy Mountains and our
aiming point, the gap between Abbott Peak
and Mt Townsend. Looking down at the massive snow gums below reminded me of the
day almost three years ago when Barry, Heinz
and I made the first gliding flight off Mt
Townsend to the Geehi airstrip 6,000 feet
below. It still looked rugged.
With the freezing level forecasted at 6,000
feet and the altimeter showing 6,500 feet, the
air started getting a little chilly. No wonder
Glenn was staying down low as long as possible. Again remembering our pre-flight
briefing I gave the throttle full power for a few
seconds to make sure that icing didn't jam up
anything in the carburettors. An approach to
land with full power due to a frozen needle
wouldn't be much fun. With the south westerly a little stronger at this altitude I pointed the
nose of the Buzzard 30 degrees to the right to
compensate for the drift and soon passed over
Mt Townsend. By this time Glenn had joined
me in the Quasar and we both took in the
amazing views of the snow covered main
range a mere 500 feet below. Again Glenn
darted off, this time crossing in front of me
and causing the Buzzard to buck in the otherwise smooth air as I flew through his wake.
Passing over Mt Kosciusko, the top of
Australia, we waved to some walkers on the
summit who must have been more than
surprised to see us fly past in our tiny craft at
such an altitude. By this time I was finding
out that paragliding gloves were not the ideal
thin~ to wear at this height and speed and I
found myself alternatively flying with one
hand and sitting on the other to get circulation
back. Still, the great view was making up for
this slight discomfort. I was reminded that
there was still some serious flying to be done
when the right wing suddenly kicked up in the
air and things generally go a bit rough. The
south westerly was causing some rotor activity over North Rams Head on my right and
with both hands now on the bar I really started
to notice the cold. Ahead of me Glenn was
also getting roughed around a little by the
turbulence as we passed over the top of Crackenback chairlift and circled down into Thredbo valley.
Thredbo Village lay 1,500 feet below us and
on the north east edge of the village our
landing area, the Friday Flat car park. A pass
over the fla~ on the Bistro balcony to double
check the wind strength and direction and a
short flight down the valley put us in position
for a 180 degree tum and an approach to land
just as our taxi back to the village in the form
of Heinz Reichinger's Pajero turned up.
Within a couple of minutes we had both
landed safely and ten minutes later were
warming ourselves up with a hot chocolate
whilst contemplating our trike ride over the
top of Australia. •
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Around about ...
FAI Sporting (Section 7) Code
The new 33 page code pertaining to hang
gliders class 0 is now available from HGFA
phone 069 472888 with a $5 photocopy
charge.

Sport Aviation's Loss
Professor C.B. (Wally) Wallington of Yarralumla died at home on Saturday 18 July
1992 after a six week illness with a rare form
of vasculitis.
Professor Wallington, with his family,
moved from England to Canberra in 1966. He
had a distinguished record with the British
Meteorological Office and was recognised
for his application of numerical analysis to
meteorological research.
Throughout his career Wally Wallington
applied his meteorological expertise to his
chosen sports, particularly sailing, gliding
and ballooning. His book Meteorology for
Glider Pilots has been the standard textbook
for more than 30 years. He leaves another
book, Meteorology for Airsports, halffinished.
Wally Wallington's efforts in obtaining and
directing the 1974 and 1988 World Gliding
Championships in Australia were recognised
with the Lilienthal Medal in 1984.
In 1991 Professor Wallington received the
Order of Australia Medal for his academic
and sporting contributions. In 1992 he
received the Federation Aeronautique InternationaleMedal for contributions to airsports.
His expertise and experience as a
meteorologist were critical contributions to
the safety and success of the 1988 World
Hang Gliding Championships held in
Australia.

Coach Insurance Scheme
The Australian Coaching Council is currently negotiating a proposal from insurance
brokers for a professional indemnity and
public liability insurance scheme for coaches
accredited with the ACC. The scheme can
operate as a voluntary scheme or a compulsory scheme, but the voluntary scheme will
be more expensive for coaches and less effective in its overall cover.

Sport-for-sport: Crisis Appeal
The Australian Paralympic Federation has
called for donations to enable its team to
participate at the 1992 Paralympic Games to
be held in Spain in September this year.
To enable our elite disabled athletes to take
their rightful place at the games, your donation can be sent to: Australian Paralympic
Appeal, Sport-for-Sport: Project, PO Box
323, Glebe NSW 2037

SKYSAILOR

Controlled air zones reduced
The Joint CAA/Defence Air Co-ordinating
Committee has reduced the size of the control
zones at Brisbane, Coolangatta,
Maroochydore and RAAF Arnberley, effective from 25 June 1992.
These changes in Southern Queensland
which reduced the total size of the zones to
about 1/3 of their original size, will be
Australia's first major reorganisation of
airspace in accordance with well-proven
overseas practice.

HGFA Membership
Has undergone a healthy growth of approximately 24% for the current year. As this
issue goes to print renewals have already
reached some 1700 compared to around 1000
for the same time last year. At 1 June 1992,
membership was 2275 including 135 female
pilots, 342 paraglider pilots and 163 powered
hang glider pilots. Paragliding experienced a
staggering 91% growth rate during the last
year!

Going West
The Tamworth-Manilla-Lake Keepit area
has great potential for foot launching, towing
and cross country flying west of the Great
Dividing Range. New sites are being opened
with the search for more sites continuing,
with the possibility of holding a future State
Titles or Nationals in the area. Andrew Pepper
of the Tamworth-Manilla Hang Gliding Club
can be contacted on 067 654520.

Rylston Developments
The Northern New South Wales HG Assoc
Inc has proposed to the Rylston Shire Council
to take the lease of the Rylston Clubhouse and
grounds for a period of 5 years at $1000 pa.
There are two intersecting strips, N-S and
E-W approximately 1 km long, which are
used by light and ultralight sports aircraft.
Restoration of the rundown clubhouse and
general maintenance of the airstrips will be
required and it is hoped that members will
assist with working bees to achieve this. The
Cudgegong Valley Hang Gliding Club controls the site, contact Bruce Barcham 063
736410 or John Trude 02 4165093 .

Hang Gliding Expo
The Northern Beaches Club intends to hold
the First Australian and International Hang
Gliding Expo at Dee Why beach and park on
Sunday 1 November 1992 in conjunction
with the annual Dee Why Surf Carnival. Contact John Hajje of Northern Beaches Club on
029822635.

Continued page 20 ...
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ICOM

Count on us!

With ICOID,
you're never alone
up there

II

he IC-A20 MKII is your guarantee

channel memories, programme and memory

that whatever happens you will

scan capabilities provide simplicity of

never be alone in the skies. This powerful
handheld transceiver acts like a dependable

The IC-A20 MKII provides immediate

navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never

emergency frequency access and fully meets

lose contact with your base or the ground.

the tough requirements of the Department of

ICOM's state of the art VOR navigation
system includes Course Deviation Indicator
and Automatic Bearing Set System, and

to air transceivers.
No wonder pilots all around the world,
depend on the proven communication skills

your aircraft's location by receiving signals

of ICOM, wherever they fly.

from 2 VOR stations. So you always know

For further information call free on (008) 338 915

where you are and where you are heading.

or write to Reply Paid 1009 Icom Australia Pty Ltd

turning knob or illuminated keypad, while 20

August 1992

Transport and Communications for ground

includes DVOR mode that lets you find out

A dual tuning system allows you to use the

IC- A20 MKD

operation that few other models can match.

lCOM Australia·, worranry i..anly applicable
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P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582

A.C.N. 006 092 575

prod",,, purchased from ,heir au,horised Aus'ralian Dealer, .
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Ptme rr'o (jet rap
by Geoffrey Martin
Whenl arrived the wind was a gentle twelve
knot south easterly - not quite enough to kick
up the white caps that are such a reassuring
sign to someone considering a low coastal
take off. Not that their absence was enough to
deter me. After all, I'd gotten up here before
in less wind. I'd also bombed out in more. I
stood on the friendly sloping grassy launch
considering the beach so close below. I
looked up and thought of what a nice place
the sky was, then I looked down at the beach
again, considering how I'd curse it and the
world in general if I bombed out. After a
moment I went to release my wings from the
safety of the roof racks.

My glider had transformed itself from a
shapeless log to a beautiful flying machine by
the time Bob showed up, and I felt glad to see
a fellow pilot. Brothers and sisters of the sky
can be friends indeed. Bob wasn't the most
experienced pilot on earth, and he'd never
flown such a smaIl site before, so I also felt a
little sad that he mightn't be able to join me
in the sky today. I certainly didn't want to
have to stop him trying.
We chatted about flying in general and this
site in particular as I readied to launch, and
came to the conclusion that if! got up he could
at least try. He listened patiently to my explanations of the tricks of the site, while I
wondered if it was enough. As long as he
didn't push it he should be alright, I told him,
trying to believe it myself.
Presently I waddled to the take off, steadied
my wings and ran. Then for some very close
flying indeed. So close to the main road, in
fact, that on a previous flight I'd looked into
the eyes of bratty schoolboys on a bus and
heard one of them yelling, 'Crash, crash,' at
the top of his little lungs.
After a few passes I was above launch,
cautiously edging my way back over the main

road to sample the lift provided by a block of
flats. From here you look directly down onto
the launch and main road a hundred or so feet
below, while the bulk of the plateau looms big
and bristling with houses above and around
you. Mter about five minutes of gently nudging myself upwards I was above it all, cavorting and prancing through the free air over a
vast, lumpy piece of coastal suburbia. Then I
remembered Bob.
I watched his launch like a mother eagle
might watch the first launch of one of her
chicks, mentally coaxing him up into the sky,
worried and confident at the same time. He
got above launch after a few tentative passes
and I relaxed a little. If he could handle that
tight little section of the ridge he should be
able to get up, I thought.
Ten minutes later Bob was stiIl above
launch doing endless passes too long and
loose to get him over the main road. It can be
quite maddening watching someone
repeatedly screwing up at something that
seems so easy to you. Every pass he made
without getting up increased my exasperation. My mental coaxing just wasn't working.
After weighing up the dangers in my mind
against the desire to see him have a proper
flight, I decided to act. I dived down out of
my ivory tower towards the foundering Bob
like a fighter pilot peeling off to attack the
unsuspecting foe beneath him. About thirty
feet before the kiIl I decided to be a hang
glider again and leveIled out directly above
him.
'Tum,' I yelled, as he started flying beyond
the lift band. Then, 'Come in closer,' as he
wandered out into nowheresville. He lurched
in towards the houses, and I knew real fear. If
I sent him into the hill the site might be lost,
possibly along with Bob's good health, and I
would be to blame. Not to worry. Somehow
he managed to evade the hill.

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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Eventually he
was in the free air
above the plateau
where the lift is
plentiful. I tilted my
wings and headed
downwind for the
next headland with
a sore throat from
yelling, counting
myself lucky for
not causing an accident in a built up
area. But mainly I
felt happy. I'd
helped a fellow
pilot get to the sky.

Talinga Fly-in 1992,
September 5 & 6
The annual flyin will be held at Talinga the
property of John and Yvonne Burgess. It is
located 8 nm north of the Coleambally
township, map reference is 3441',14553'.
All types of aircraft from ultralights and gyros
to models and hot air baIloons are welcome,
including family and friends.
Two stroke fuel will be available as will
meals at a set cost. Accommodation is usually
on a bring your own basis. For further information or notification of attendance phone
John or Steve Burgess on 069 544102.

Solar Wings News
Prior to attending the Pre-worlds, Steve
Blenkinsop was in the UK choosing a new
Rumour 2 14sqm. On the day before his
departure to California he flew the 12sqm 50
miles from near the factory to the coast.
The Rumour Fever 12sqm has been truly
designed with the smaller pilot in mind. "The
frame is made from 18swg tube instead of
17swg, the leading edge design is completely
new, and the uprights and bottom bar are
100mm shorter than normal. Even the spacing between the bends on the speed bar is
50mm smaller. So both ground handling and
in-flight handling are light and easy. "
It has an sail area of 131 feet and a 92%
double surface, with pilot weight range 4870kg. The glider is certified by the BHGA and
is undergoing certification with DHV
Giitesiegal.

Handling problems?
A pioneer hang glider pilot said, 'If hang
gliding were declared illegal, the sport would
go underground - and that would give us no
control at all'' .
The Daily Telegraph, Sydney +

Skysaiior needs
your photos
and articles!!

•
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Civil Aviation Authority Of Ireland
Examination for the Initial Issue of Irish Commercial
Pilot's Licence
Time Allowed: Three hours, Pass Mark: 75%
Candidate's full name

(5 marks)

1. On the front of the VHF radio set is a switch marked "ON and
OFF". In which of these two positions can you expect the best
reception?
(10 marks)
2. When your aeroplane takes off, does it go:
(10 marks)
UP/DOWN/SIDEWAYS/NORTH/DON'TKNOW? ................ .
3. Name the odd man out: VC10; DC8; B707; OE2

(5 marks)

(5 marks)
4. If an aeroplane has a lot of drag, does it mean;
(a) pilots are dressed up as hostesses?
(b) resistance to airflow?
(c) being towed behind a tractor?
5. If two red balls are displayed on the Signal's Mast by the control
tower, does it mean:
(10 marks)
(a) the controller is a Red Indian?
(b) there is a "balls up" in ATC?
(c) there is a glider flying?
6. Which undercarriage position would you select for a normal
(5 marks)
landing? Give your reasons.
7. If the runway visibility at an airport was reported as 50 metres,
(10 marks)
what kind of weather would you expect to find?

(a) fog?
(b) thunderstorms?
(c) windy?
8. If one metre equals 39.36 inches, how far is 50
metres?
Give your answer in metres.
9. Is an ISOBAR an:

(5 marks)
(10 marks)

(a) icecream parlour?
(b) Czar of Russia?
(c) line of equal atmospheric pressure?
10.A BARREL ROLL is a:

(5 marks)

(a) aerobatic manoeuvre?
(b) laying a barmaid?
(c) rolling a keg?
(5 marks)
11. What is the opposite of a COLD FRONT;
(a) a hot behind?
(b) a warm front?
12. Who was the first person to fly the English Channel: ( 5 marks)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Eamon Andrews?
Victor Mike Charlie?
M. Bleriot?
Attila the Hun?

................ .

13.PLOTTING:
(10 marks)
You are flying from point A to point B on the chart printed
below. With the aid of a straight edge ruler, draw in the route
you would follow. (Extra paper is available on request).
x

x

Point A
Submitted by Ben Leonard •

PointB

Paraguaing in Paraaise •••
Forget winter, fly tropical skies on a flying tour ofIndonesia
May - November: Bali, the holiday island with more than just
beaches. For ridge soaring, there are 300 m high coastal sites, and
for thermalling, inland sites range form 1,500 to 3,142m ASL and up
to 2,000m AGL
Cost: 3 day Bali tours $240, 1 day tour $87
December - April: Java, a diverse, historic and culturally rich island
of beautiful mountains, breathtaking coastal cliffs, lush green fields
and other-worldly para and hang gliding sites

Day 5, travel to Mt Bromo
Day 6, Fly Mt Bromo
Day 7, travel to Bondowoso for more flying and return to Bali OR
travel by overnight coach/train from Bali to Yogya, then days 2-7 as
in tour 2,
OR REVERSE
Cost: Air, return tour - $640 all inclusive, $540 land content only
Coach/train, return tour - $575 all inclusive, $540 land content only

Yogyakarta, CentralJava
Yogyakarta is the focus of free flying activity , with competitions held
at nearby sites, such as Wonogiri, which, as local pilots will strongly
attest, is the best thermalling area in Indonesia. "Yogya" also sports
a beautiful coastal site popular with both hang gliding and paraglidingpilots.

Flying tours are also conducted in the following areas:

Jakarta, West Java
The Pimcak area, approximately 2 hours form Jakarta, is a favourite
amongst local pilots. Stunning mountain scenery, and great flying!

Mt Bromo, EastJava

Tour 1. Bali - Yogya - Bali (by air) 7 days
Day 1, fly Bali - Jogya, site familiarisation
Days 2-7, lots of flying time around Yogya!
Day 7, fly Yogya - Bali

An awe-inspiring sight. Several huge, perfectly conical volcanoes
within one massive caldera, surrounded by a sea of black sand. Many
other sites nearby. Fairly close to Bali.

Cost: $585 all inclusive, $435 land content only
(accommodation included in price)

Contact Ferry or Steve
PO Box 619 Armadale
Perth WA 6112

Variations
Tour 2. Bali - Yogya - Bali by air and return overland tour 7 days
Day 1, as in tour 1
Days 2-4, flying around Yogya

August 1992
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
We bid our illustrious President Ron 'Bon
Voyage' as he and Janice, jet Europe-bound
for six weeks indulgence and cultural interchange. Let's hope Ron with his engineering
background can re-assemble his XS back into
a glider and not a washing machine once in
Alpine territory. Safe flying and let's hope
that Ron doesn't need to update to an XS 169
on his return to carry the extra load of all that
European cuisine.
The next South East Queensland Regional
meeting will be hosted by the Sunshine Coast
Club and will take place on the 29th and 30th
of August 1992. Due to current problems, the
Canungra and Byron Bay clubs will be contacted directly for the confirmation of all
flying and accommodation details. Last
year's flyin, based around Kenilworth was a
great success, with all and sundry being accommodated at the Dealbata Host Farm.

Make a note of the date and come and be a
part of a great weekend.
Once again safety issues have risen their
head with a number of incidents recently.
Maintaining safety standards is the responsibility of all pilots, no matter how experience, so in your haste to set up and get
airborne, think about whether someone may
need your help or advice. Accidents reflect on
the sport as a whole and it is essential that
everyone is thoughtful and careful with their
own and others' safety.
For any enquiries with regard to the
Regional meeting and intercIub competition,
contact either myself or Dave Cookman on
the numbers provided in the club contact section.
Safe flying
Rob Keen, Secretary

North Queensland Hang
Gliding Region
Minutes of the AGM held at Eungella
7.6.92. Meeting opened 9 am with President
Warwick Gill, Secretary!Treasurer Lee Curran, and member organisations Cairns,
Townsville, Mackay, Rockhampton and
Gladstone.
General Business: The Australian Womens'
Hang Gliding Team is running a raffle to raise
funds for travel expenses. A book of tickets
was issued to each member organisation to be
returned by 20.7.92 to Cairns.
Rockhampton Club claimed and was reimbursed $300 for site access improvements.
Gladstone Club applied for and received
$687 for the proposed site development at
Miriam Vale.

Looking down on Canyon Country & Highway 14. There are few
restrictions for hang glider pilots flying above suburban Los Angelos - airspace is
shared by all types of aircraft - photo Geoff Dossetor

Cairns Club was reimbursed $600 for site
improvements.
Discussion was held on the long standing
issue of launch fees for the Eungella ramp to
recover its rebuilding cost and future maintenance expenses, by establishing a sinking
fund and charging a launch fee to pilots. The
outcome was no fees will be charged and the
Region will continue to provide the funds
necessary for its upkeep.
A discussion on extra platform area on the
Eungella ramp for the convenience and added
safety of launch assistants was held. A quote
will be obtained and submitted to the management committee.
The Townsville Club was invited to submit
a claim for towing equipment costs for
Regional funding.
The Northern region will supply 3 trophies
at the Eungella comp this year, one each for
A, Band C grades.
Election of Management Committee
President: Fran Wing, nominated by Warwick
Gill, seconded by Ron Huxhagen.
Treasurer/secretary: Ron Huxhagen,
nominated by Warwick Gill, seconded by Lee
Curran.
Each member organisation is to appoint one
representative to the management committee
of this Association to ensure a One Member
Organisation One Vote, at Regional Meetings. As the president, secretary and treasurer
must be members of the same organisation,
they will have no right to cast any extra votes
independently or additionally for their organisation.
Special Resolution
Ron Huxhagen was nominated, and accepted,
to prepare and finalise the incorporation of
this region.

New South Wales

HANG GLIDING CLUB

BYRON BAY
Here we are halfway through another year.
Another $125 for HGFA membership and
new stickers and on we trundle towards next
season's flying. If only it were that simple for
everyone. The energy and commitment that is
ongoing on our behalf by the likes of Phil
Pritchard, Mike Zupanc, Ian Jarman and
many others is significant. The gains made in
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It has been suggested that the November
Regional flyin be held back at Kyogle to
coincide with the Fairymount Festival. The
local festival committee is very keen to have
us and will be providing prize money so let's
get behind that one, folks!

Byron Bay Safety Officers
Peter Aitken
Brian Braby
Marie Jeffery
Shirley Lake
Neil Mersham
Hayden Miller
Wayne Potocky
Barry Robinson
Brian Rushton
Rodney Stoddart
Greg Wilson

UHF 21

215725
280356
858147
857854
884148
891358
874008
290201
858868
280356

Gliding World team raffle. I will try to sell all
the raffle tickets sent down form Cairns Hang
Gliding Club to raise as much money as possible so alJ you male airheads buy one and one
for your mate as welJ.
Our paragliding pilot, Rob has just come
back form the Owens Valley where he went
on a business flying trip with the Moyes
brigade. He said he and his wife Julie had an
excellent time and the launches would scare
us witless; thanks, Rob. He also said that the
pilots were getting incredible heights there
this year, even some not using oxygen (madmen).
So until next time, safe flying.
DuncanBrown, 16815

Northern Beaches Club

Rodney Stoddart

Central Coast Hang
Gliding Club

Peter Aitken on the dunes near
Long Reef - photo Adam Hunt
recent times have been great. The responsibility of alJ pilots to fly responsibly and
legalJy has never been greater.
Fly legaUy or don't fly
Legally means HGFA membership and
licence and logbook. You must carry these to
fly. If you don't have them, leave your glider
on the car. Safety officers are obliged to ensure that alJ pilots are legal.
We have made some hard decisions around
this issue in the past year giving rise to some
quite hostile responses from some (obviously
illegal) pilots. It's been a steep learning curve
on how to handle these situations. I, for one,
didn't do it welJ on a couple of occasions but
I do learn fast. I believe that I have developed
an effective "how to tell them" approach that
preserves good will in almost all cases.
Remember that enforcing the rules is something that is talked about and advocated but
rarely done up to now. Byron 's reputation is
spreading so the job is becoming easier as the
ilJegal pilots are less likely to show up.
Shirley carves up Canungra
Shirley is the talk of the town in Canungra
after flying at 4000 ft for almost an hour while
everyone else bombed out one recent Saturday - onya Shirl!
Next Regional Flyin
At Kenilworth on the Sunshine Coast on 29th
and 30th August. We had excellent flying
from Eggins launch last year - well worth the
trip.
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Howdy fellow air addicts
I hope everybody has had some nice winter
flying lately. Here on the coast we have been
"There I was!" - I wish! Winter has well and
gettingthe odd seabreeze enablingus airheads
truly taken hold with the coast shutting down
to get airborne from time to time. One of our
with a vengeance. Yet, amongst the gloom,
pilots recently had an accident due to not
the irony shone like a beacon; the first day of
having his mind on the job as he had a very
winter, the 1st of June, the day Jack Frost
sore back and probably should not have been
comes to visit, produced a 15 knot Nor-easter
flying. We have alJ been in the same situation
from God knows where! Such is the nature of
at times, thinking about something else;
life.
maybe a fight with the wife, or trying to get
off the hill quickly , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....
before it gets overdeveloped, or the wind
starts to swing off the
International
hill, or wha tever . I think
this points to do not Oy
if your mind is not op
the job.
The World Champion's choice of canopy

Ur.I

Flying hang gliders is
a fairly dangerous sport
but if done correctly, I
believe is safe. I can't
stress strongly enough.
Full commitment on
takeoff. Wings level,
nose down and run so
hard as to leave smoke
coming off the ground!
The more speed the
safer you are; waffle off
the hilJ and you have a
good chance of coming
unstuck. I might sound
like a preacher, but you
go into a hospital and
see your hang gliding
buddy injured and bedbound for a few
months. It hurst.
Onto a brighter note,
good to see details of
the Womens' Hang

DHV

ACPULS

Vii Weismeier now f1ys the FLASH
A·l harness cross brace system $300.00
STELLAR (Intermediate)
22

$2900.00

25

$3100.00

27

$3200.00

FLASH (Advanced)
22

$3500.00

25

$3700.00

27

$3900.00

For further information call

Danny Scott 042 943240
Fax 042 942173
• A p.ra.lldlal lIc:eace Is reqalred (or •• y allder p.rc ••• e -
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State, Club & Region News continued ...
To those of you who have missed my
monthly diet of hot tips and "goss" (and I
knmY there have been a few) I can only
apologise. Recent workloads (which have
now eased) coupled with appeasing my resident hang gliding "widow" have caused the
omission. Hopefully, all is now back on
course!
Belatedly, I wish to personally thank our
recently retired treasurer, the never tiring
Dane "The Fruit Bat" Snelling. After a long
tour of duty at the helm of our finances,
coupled with the never ending efforts that
have helped us grow to the largest club in
Australia, Dane has retired to, amongst other
things, work on project for this summer.
When unveiled, it will be sure to raise a few
eyebrows in our sport. To itemise the achievements Dane has been a part of, would force
the editor of this fine magazine to double its
size. Suffice to say that we, on the Northern
Beaches, smile with a warm inner glow in the
knowledge of the benefit that has been
epitomised in Dane. To you, Dane, not only
from the members, but from me personally,
the largest of Thank You's that could ever go
to a committee member in m sport.
Of course, a retiree needs a replacement and
to this end I welcome Bob Louden, the lanky
ex-Aussie/ex-Canadianlcurrent Aussie who's
size 11 foot will have to move fast to fill
Dane's shoes. I'm certain Bob's enthusiasm
and past surf lifesaving club experience will
work to build upon the stable foundation that
is the Northern Beaches Club.
Two new Safety Officers have been installed into power. Congratulations to
Jonathan Swain and Dave Phillips on their
appointment. Dave will be our man "on the
spot" at Blackheath, a site which has been
kindly lending itself to the accumulation of

II

many log book entries of late. Dave has also
been burdened with the task of being the
Northern Region Competition Director. A
calendar of events has been circulated to
members recently and will hopefully, feature
in Skysailor for the public at large.
Late May saw a successful weekend of
aerotowing at Rylstone Airstrip. Participants
went through the ropes of aero towing behind
the Moyes tug, both trolley and foot launching. Everyone got up and BIG smiles were the
order of the weekend.
Congratulation to the terrible twins, the
enfants terrible of the air, the Marx brothers
of the Stratosphere, the tweedle dee and
tweedle dum of tugging, Rowan and Dave
Watkins who recently completed epic balloon
drops over Canowindra. Apart from one pair
of stained Y fronts (from whom, I've been
paid to keep silent) the only casualty was
boredom as excitement became the
catchword for the day.
Rowan also recently served as pilot and
servant to a group from the Northern Beaches
who flew (by aeroplane) "way out west".
Reconnaissance for an upcoming "big day"
was had; stay tuned for more details!
Congratulations are also in order for Glenn
Salmon on three fronts: 1. His engagement to
Dianne, 2. His purchase of a home in Avalon
(subsequent acquisition of a healthy
mortgage) and 3. His smiling face 500' above
Newport on the front page of the Northern
Beaches Weekender. It's been a monumental
few months for the introverted "Mystery
Man". All the best on your commitments (you
glutton for punishment), but don't forget your
priorities!
As for the newspaper article, the Northern
Beaches Weekender devoted 3 pages, includ-

Anthony Oman flying Potato Point, ESE far south coast NSW

ing the front page, to a story and pictures
concerning our antics on the Northern
Beaches. Club members, stand up and be
counted.
Well fans, keep an eye out for upcoming
events which include: the Watkins map reading night, Danny Scott, Lee Scott, Carl
Braden and the famous Chris Boyce
parachute seminar in upcoming meetings.
As winter still grips like a vice and the
offshore airflow keeps most coastal birds
grounded, I'm off to fly my trike!!
See you at the next meeting, 1st Tuesday of
the month 7.30 pm SHARP at Jade's Bistro,
Dee Why Hotel, Pittwater Rd, Dee Why.
In the meantime, fly high and keep safe.

John Hajje, President

lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club
Yes, we do still exist, this being our first
club newsletter for some months. Our former
journalist has departed for a time and left me
with the responsibility of this journalistic
mayhem. Due to work commitments I have
been a little out of touch myself but I have
received some news on the grapevine and will
endeavour to make some sense out of it all.
As most of you are aware now, Tongarra has
been given the green light for our use, but is
still a sensitive site. A lot of club members
have put a lot of time in gaining the approval
so please treat this site with great care and
follow the guidelines for use. Any enquiries
regarding the site can be made to our club
members.

Doug Joyce has completed his home built
trike and to everyone's amazement it actually
does fly. Reports from club members state
that Dougy has been seen racing around the
skies dive bombing pelicans and playing
chicken with giant albatrosses; any wonder
his sail is splattered with yellow and white
graffiti. Congratulations to two of our members, George Barry and Graham Cox and their
better halves, soon to be parents.
James informs me that the Wollongong
Council has agreed to the upgrading of the Mt
Keira takeoff area and ramp. At the moment
the ramp is in a state of disrepair, and a fair
amount of soil erosion is taking place. There
is also a number of trees down, and to the left
of takeoff the trees are growing at a rapid rate
and are waiting with open arms to grab one of
those giant butterflies. So with the help of the
council and a new ramp the site will be much
safer and beautified for the coming summer
months. The old man of the sky, Bill, keeps
hounding me about the clearing of a landing
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strip on Council land at the bottom of Mt
Ousley. One thing at a time, so maybe next
year, Bill. James also has HGFA merchandise
for sale and several of the club T-shirts are left
if any of you are interested. The club has also
purchased towing equipment and hopes to get
as much use as possible out of it in the near
future.
The next club meeting will be held on 1 July,
which will be past tense by the time this makes
print. Hopefully, we will be discussing the
Corryong Cup for 1993, the dates are 7, 8, 9
and 10 January, and with the assistance ofall
Club members the competition will be a great
comp with the emphasis being on FUN,
maybe we can con Tricky Dicky into giving
a lecture on Cross Country flying to intermediate pilots before the comp starts, and if
he happens to win again this year, a midnight
dip in the icy waters of the Murray River is
definitely on the cards. Anyway, gone flying
- who am I kidding, I've got to go to work in
30 minutes!
Chuck

Victoria

VHGA Committee Report
Remember the VHGA Dinner Dance is on
Friday 11th September 1992, please support
it. See advert in this and last issues of
Skysailor.
The Safety and Training Seminar, 15-16
August 1992, all pilots invited, starts 9 am at
SAAR offices 265 Queen's Parade Clifton
Hill Melbourne.
The recent Safety Officer workshop was
attended by 29 Safety Officers, with much
worthwhile discussion on safety matters, and
good general communication occurring.
The names of Victoria 's Safety Officers are:
Robert Van Der Klooster Tony Hughes
44 Tanner St
9 Elinbank Dr
Breakwater
Grovedale 3216
H. 052223019
H. 05243 8245
Heinz Bobner
660 Warrigal Rd
South OakJeigh 3167
035791839

Mark Pike
PO Box 179
Altona North 3025
H. 033986268

Michael Ritchie
POBox 123
Bright 3741
057562611

Robin Gauld
7 Fairmount Rd
East Hawthorn 3123
H. 03 882 4596

Marc Verheyden
C/O Post Office

John Twomey
108 Osborne St
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Bright 3741
057562611

Williamstown 3016
H. 03 397 2612

Steve Trowe
29 Bundora Pde
Mentone 3194
035802768

Rick Payne
2 Miller St
Richmond 3121
034271480

Charley Fellay
27 Oberon Ave
East Hawthorn 3123
038824130

Paula Eustace
22 Barwon St
Box Hill North
038982262

Simon Wills
6/57 Devonshire Rd
Watsonia 3087
034322658

Shane Gleeson
22 Barwon St
Box Hill North
038982262

Peter Wright
18 Bladin St
Laverton 3038
H.03 369 2016
W.03 6477884

Alan Beavis
15 Clarinda Rd
Essendon
033372226

Stephen Ruffels
PO Box 170
Porepunkah 3740
H/W.057551724
M.018 570168

Ulrich Kosmer
PO Box 202
Yarra Glen 3775
037301808

Baden Hall
62 Glencaim Ave
East Brighton 3187
035926012

Jonathan Allen
PO Box 40
Mt. Beauty
057583393
057571013

Geoff Dossetor
1A Beaumont St
Vermont 3133
03872 3493
or 038746243

Mark Steven
PO Box 71
Falls Creek
057583341
057583593

Anthony L'Hotellier
20 Chapel St
Morwell 3840
051346651

Greg Smart
1 Gunther Crt
Mt. Waverley 3147
038028675

John Adams
2 Drummond St
Tawonga
057572945

Harry Summons
" Summerhills "
Lusatia Park Rd
Woori Yallock 3139
H.059 646055
W.03 262 2800

WeslyHill
33 MoselleSt
Box Hill
North 3129
038983251

and sent on to HGFA are:
1.

Recommend to Certification Committee
need for suitable boots for Paraglider
Pilots.

2.

Recommend that Police be added to list
of authorities able to authorise packups
of gliders involved in fatal accidents.

3.

Recommend that Definition of Accident
be amended to read as an occurrence
"between the time any person thinks they
have "clipped in" to the aircraft with the
intention to fly".

4.

Recommend that Definition of Accident
be amended to read as an occurrence in
which" (a) any person suffers DEATH,
SERIOUS INJURY or INJURY as a
result of being in an aircraft"

5.

Recommend that Definitions of Accidents and Incidents be amended to include a definition of Injury as follows.
"Injury: is defmed as any injury other
than a fatal or serious injury."

6.

Recommend that "HGFA requirements"
be amended to read "HGFA Requirements for Powered Operation"

7.

Recommend that DUTY OFFICERS
PROCEDURES clarify whether Duty
Officer must be a Safety Officer, or may
be other than a Safety Officer, or must be
a Safety Officer when one is available.

8.

Recommend that the outcomes from the
various State/Regional Workshops be
published.

9.

Recommend that a monthly "ACCIDENT REPORTS " feature be included in
Skysailor, similar to that contained in the
USHGA publication "HANG GLIDING". This feature would deal with the
following matters:
- Reports on fatal accidents
- Reports on equipment failures

ACCOMMODA TION
in

Russel Dobson
25 Carmichael
Rd
OakJeigh East
3166
H. 03 544 5658
Ian Robinson
" Hilandale 3 "
Tuerong Rd
Moorooduc
3933
059788529

$lS/night
BED AND BREAKFAST

Recommendations and
c omm e nts
arising from
the workshop

Share room , wide verandahs with view of Bald Hill
2 minutes' walk to shop, cafes, beach, landing area
TV , stereo, local knowledge

SKYSAILOR

(042) 943665
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State Club & Re ion News continued ...
- Equipment defect notices, or advisories
- Current or topical issues on safety
- Advisories to Safety/Duty Officers re
safety procedures
- A once yearly statistically based accident report, augmented with by the seat
of the pants opinion as appropriate.
The point being that this would provide
efficient one source distribution of safety information with the added safety benefit of a
commonly informed membership.
Of course the difficulty is to find someone
with leadership ability, capable enough and
concerned enough to organise through cajoling and regulating (as in legal, by placing
operating obligations on all members, safety
officers, and instructors) a comprehensive,
valued and disciplined accident/safety reporting system. Advertising for such a person to
regulate then perform this information collection and output function should be the subject
of the first feature; along with a description of
the policy aim of the HGFA in relation to the
issue.
10. Recommend the creation and publication
once yearly of a Hang Gliding Directory,
comprising a list of States Regions Office
Bearers, HGFA Office Bearers, HGFA
Committees and Convenors, Clubs and
contacts, Sites and site contacts; Instructors, equipment manufacturers and suppliers; together with their names address
and phone numbers. The list of sites
together with contacts (at least two per
site) for introduction to those sites would
be most beneficial to safety and site
management, while the other information will strengthen our sense of community.

11. Recommend that classification of gliders
in relation to handling and pilot rating be
reviewed for all models new and old, and
that the policy on what should be flown
by or sold to whom should be reviewed
and published.
A majority of safety officers but not all,
were, concerned with the sale of advanced
rated gliders to novice pilots. We have two
instances in Victoria where the sale was by an
instructor to a pilot he had just rated to novice,
it was felt that an instructor should set an
example, and that the argument that such a
sale would better be from an instructor than
another did not justify the sale.
It was stated that the sales were made with
the virtual recommendation of Enterprise
Wings.

12. Recommended that examiners offer a
critique following multiple choice
exams, where possible.
13. Recommended that signage be placed at
every site in Victoria to a standardised
format to be published in Skysailor. The
VHGA will supply signs free of charge
when arranged through a contact to be
named.
14. Recommend development of TRAINING SITE PARAMETERS.
Proposing:
· Maximum access time to crashed/injured pilots
· Time to cease training before dusk
· Availability of SES, Police, Medical.
· Flight time limits for early soaring
flights, limit stress and fatigue.
· Location of landing area in relation to
launch.
· Visibility of pilots under instruction.

New SAHGA Clubhouse Illawarra Hill mid-north SA design &
construction by Paul Kelley - p Peter Bolton
~----

. Problems of perception of height of
trainee when viewed from high launch .
. Unsuitable site characteristics.
15. Recommend developing procedures re
accidents, a flow-chart for decision
making and appropriate mnemonic.
16. VHGA is looking at availability of passive and active electronic devices which
may assist pilot location.
17. Recommend that all trainee pilots have
two - way communications, to advise of
status if involved in an accident and to
assist in their recovery
18. Recommend the following site improvements:
Work on Bright Hill
Landscape, contrary to policy, talk to
Eastern
Ramp at Buangor
Mt. Dandenong trees
SpionKop
Ben Cairn
19. Recommend that Club Meetings and
StatelRegional meetings be used as opportunities to obtain incident/accident
reports no matter how sketchy, with minimum information being a name, site and
approximate date. A separate incident/accident proforma to be used for
each report and sent to the state/region
safety director.
Send letters to clubs with proformas.
20. Recommend that policy and procedures
be developed for tandem operation of
Hang Gliders and Paragliders, for pilots,
and for pilots and non pilot passengers.
Permit or no permit, possibly similar arrangement for instructional flights as for
Powered Hang Gliders, a tandem endorsement is appropriate.
Equipment should be certified to carry the
total weight, together with an adequate
parachute for the weight. A tandem endorsement would include minimum time for pilot
on tandem glider, minimum advanced rating.
Insurance?
Fly safe
John Twomey for VHGA Committee

PARAGLIDING

MELBOURNE
Skyhigh Paragliding Club
It was good to see such a large group attend
the club's AGM. It was a positive indication
of the growth of the club and the sport in the
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ways potentially
dangerous.

VICfORIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIAnON INC's.

1992 Victorian Paragliding Open
CHANGE OF DATES
The above competition will be held over :fum: days instead of the previously advertised three.

Saturday 31st October to Tuesday 3rd November 1992
(Melbourne Cup Weekend)
Organizers: Ken Mitchelhill and Heinz Bobner
Telephone: (03) 8192717 and (03) 5791839

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---.J

past year. We now have over 60 flying members and a healthy bank balance.
Before the election of the new committee,
the retiring members made their reports. This
included the presentation of trophies. Hamish
Barker won the President's Cup for best
Novice pilot and Chris McMillan won the best
Intermediate pilot - well done.

The SAHGA Saga

SAHGA

New faces on the committee include Ken
Mitchell as President, Chris Danger as Le
Secretary and Heinz Bobner as Safety Officer.
All other positions remain the same as last
year.
Ken's first duty was to present a gift of
appreciation to our retiring president and coclub founder Scott Beresford. Ken made a
brilliant "this is your life" speech which included some funny and previously untold
stories about his early days flying in SA with
winged guru Rick Wilson. The club owes a
lot to Scotty and he'll be missed at the head
of the committee table.
It was approved by the meeting that the
committee investigate all aspects of club use
of a pay-out winch. We have been given 12
months to report on such thing; as should the
club buy a winch, or set up small syndicates
to operate one. The best methods of managing
a winch at club level, the running and replacement costs etc, etc. Anybody who would like
to contribute to this research should contact
the club.
I mentioned that members should think
seriously about finding new sites. I see this as
a priority for our growing sport. As more
members are going inland to tow launch the
pressure on existing sites may be reduced but
we are finding over-crowding at prime sites
at certain times and this will only get worse.

Once again thanks to everyone for corning
to the AGM, especially Brian who drove
down from Bright. It's gratifying to see so
much interest and enthusiasm in our club. We
are planning a monthly social meeting at a
local pub so keep an eye out for that in the
next newsletter.

Lindsay Schubert and
Roger Polkinghorne have
started negotiations with

CAA for clearance to fly the Marino Rocks
coast. Our flexible friends are doing a good
job on opening up new sites - keep it up, guys!
Meanwhile we may be in danger of losing
one of our most popular sites, Ochre Point.
The owners of the top landing paddock have
put in an application to sub-divide it which
could mean that we lose vehicle access as
well. Woody and Stu Brown have been working to fight this one. What is more worrying
is that the owners of Ochre Pt are also the
owners of Myponga Cliffs.
By the time you read this, we should have
had our fund raising film night, starring Mike
"Sperm Whale" in "The Lawnmower Man".

Howdy, hangies
June and July have
seen plenty of coastal flying, in particular the revival of
the Normanville
(Lady Bay) site,
courtesy of Lodin
4WD
services.
Every man, his dog
and his jellyfish converged on the place
on Sunday 28th June
and were amazed to
find it soarable in
less than 10 kt. One
notable incident occurred when Dermot
overshot a top landing, pushed out on
re-entering the lift
band and looked up
to
see
Shane
Kellett's legs hanging down in front of
his LE! Shane was
piloting a paraglider
at the time. Keep an
eye out for gliders
below and gliders
overshooting top
landing; - this is al-

Keep it up, Robin Gauld

August 1992

Speaking of Dermot, he
has been let off the hook
because Mark Time-inSky has volunteered to be
"meet head" at this year's
state comps - starting October long weekend and
running for 5 consecutive
weekends, excluding the
Grand Prix weekend, of
course.

Australia's most
comprebensiYe outdoor
and tnyel equipment
catalogue.
To obtain your free 48 page
catalogue simply phone
(008) 80S 398 Toll Free,
Fax (03) 670 4622
(Melbourne residents phone
670 9485) or write to:
Paddy Pallin Mail Order

l60 Little Bourke Street
Melbourne, Victoria lOOO

THE LEADERS IN ADVENTURE
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Steve Blenk is back from his travels, having
finished 10th in the one day Shima Seiki comp
in Japan, 2nd in the new British Open in
Wales and 19th overall (2nd Aussie) in the
pre-worlds in the Owens Valley. Good going
and it all bodes well for next year.

II

HGAWA

"Space" Hunter has towed up in his new
Combat 2 and put it to within 1()Q of a perfect
loop - deliberately! What's next, I wonder?
It appears that there are two distinct factions
emerging in the club, distinguishable by their
clothing; those who wear T-shirts with a dog
similar to Snoopy (a beagle, I believe) and
those who wear thongs in the middle of
winter.

Vic pilots please note - the Vic/SA challenge trophy is still sitting in SAHGAHQ and
gathering dust - do you want to keep it that
way?
A few pilots went up to Woomera on the 4th
July to celebrate with the Seppos and also to
tow up on the 2.5 km bitumen runway. Apparently it wasn't on for the runway but Gary
and Kevin got away from a nearby road. It was
a nostalgic return for "Fat Pinch" who used to
build and blow up rockets there.
SAHGA now has a new member, David
Sterne at our northern most outpost, Ernabella, near the NT border and SA's highest
mountain, Mt Woodroffe.
The last Safety Officers' meeting agreed
that the new red streamer rule is unenforceable in SA as nearly 60% of the membership
has only a Novice licence or less!
Gotta glide now,
Ace Udo-Nimb

Dearest Airheads
So efficient are we that no sooner had a new
year (financial that is) commenced that we
had already handed the helm of the Good Ship
HGAWA to the new office bearing crew.
The change of
command
ran
smoothly though
the boarding of the
vessel could have
been witnessed by
more able bodied
than were there.
Around
30
gathered at the
Rhein-Donnau Pier
No 7 for the "Bon
Voyage". I've seen
more
seaman
launch a duck!
Graham Cameron
suggested, that
from an article he
read in BRW or Playboy, it may have something to do with hormone levels. That may
need some clarification, of course.
Anyway, with an "Ooh arrgh, pieces of
eight", Cap'n Danny Byrne took control. He

Lockheed P-3 Orion flying below Myponga Cliffs SA 250 ft ASL
photo Steve Hoefs

will need to be informed about prevailing
conditions etc. Brad Chadwick is still on the
poop deck but as 2 IC and RAP AC rep. The
counting of the booty in the hold will be in the
hands of Anna Munt whilst Michael Dorrough will keep records of meetings and such.
The HGAW A, being but one small ship in
the Navy, needs a representative to the HQ.
Andrew Humphries will be contemplating his
naval experience in the assumed position. A
wealth of information will be stored for your
perusal by Steve Andres who will be combining this with Safety Coordinator duties. Mike
Duffy will be having his say as the delegate
for the motorised runabouts, which only
leaves two positions of the crew left. Jellyfish
will be personified by the presence of Evan
Williams whilst the particularly nautical Phil
Wainwright will be yeoman of general participation.

There we have them; the crew. A scurvy lot
but with veins coursing with the briny brine
needed to sail the seven seas.
We are lucky to have in our midst one who
will be there to steady the ship. One to keep
the hull in trim. One whose seaworthiness and
proven aqua-frolics may come in handy as
ballast. Yes, it's Pete "The Buoyant" Burfiend. Even as a steerable re-entry device
"splash downs" are still possible. It's not that
we're not happy to have you with us, but have
a "Dunny Seat" for your trouble. To ensure
the equilibrium Marc Macumber and Paul
Lewis jointly receive the Eagle Award for
their heroics in saving P .B.
For those of you hanging out for some finer
weather, put this in your diary. There will be
a spring thermalling week October 10-18, that
will at least give you something to look forward to.
Last, but not least is the Stubby Hall
Memorial Perpetual Trophy for the 91/92
season which goes to Rob Burndes for his 256
km flight. The best all year, hence the trophy.
Until next month ... hang loose.
David Cobbold
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paraglider low hrs ex cond $1400 ono or exchange hang glider & harness 02 9384184
XS 155 (Adv) near new with only 12 hrs flying time
orange scrim LE power rib sail brand new orange
pod to match owner selling due to departing sport
ph 048 411794
Mission 170 (int) gd cond flies well gd novice
glider no prangs $1400 ono also
Swiss Mars 150 (nov) weighs only 19 kilos super
light easy to fly & land certified to 85 kilos suit lady
or lightweight $1900 ono new to buy $3000 also
Blitz 146 (Adv) ex cond 10 mths old suit 68-78
kilo pilot flies great gd colours $3200 ono also
Edge 582 LC certified 2 seater ex cond set up for
aero towing all instruments covers trailer $1600
ono will separate wing if necessary ph 065
565265
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) white LE & MS grey &
orange US $2500 ono ph 066 834678
Blitz 146 (Adv) kevlar LE pink/mauve US white
MS with kevlar strip on TE ex cond has only flown
2 comps $3500 ono Phil Beck 049 499199 BH,
631879AH

NEW SOUTH WALES
American Hang Gliding magazines wanted
May to September 1991 inclusive, must be in v
gd cond ie covers & centrefolds intact $4 ea ph
Bruce C/- 066 858147 AH
Arrow I wing brand new sail immac cond spare
sail blue US black LE It blue MS $3500 ono ph
Paul 068 522049
GTR 155 Racer (Int) with spare new upright blue
& white must sell $1000 also
Paragllder J1V ALNAJR (Int-Adv) very cheap
also
XS 155 (Adv) 30 hrs airtime yellow TS white US
must go $2500 ph Robert 048 411794
GTR 148 (Nov) swiss tube glider v light 25 kg v
gd cond new side wires perf for smaller pilot
graduating from training glider $1200 ono ph
Andrew 042 943665
Wanted: Fresh green coconutsl Delivered to
Eungella Chalet for competition, or delivered to
Skylimit Sports Aviation Tyagarah airfield
anytime! Rewards of discounted trike flights and
great deals on new gliders & accessories!! Phone
Coconut Joe 066 842616 or just drop in.
Blitz 146 Kevlar (Adv) like new never been
banged not even uprights 7 wks old mint cond
Brett Atkinson's comp glider pink & It blue US
$3600 ono ph 02 7715259 or Airborne 049
499199
Foil 152 (Adv) quick sale 18 mths old mauve &
f1uoro yellow US give away $2700 ono ph Brett
027715259
Trike engine 503 Rotax complete with exhaust
& air filter $1500 ph Wayne 049 292175 AH
Robin 440 EC442PN ex cond Rotax gearbox
$1100 ono ph Gary 068 522972 after 6pm
XS 155 (Adv) gd cond 16 mths old pink scrim LE
white power rib MS pink & black US new side front
& rear wires $2000 ono or swap for int glider with
cash changeover ph 066 858147
FoIl160B (Int) fluoro orange mylar LE black &
orange US aerofoil uprights & kingpost $1150
ono also
Moyes Mega (Int) single surface glider precursor
of Mars medium recently stripped down and
thoroughly inspected. Manual and batten profile
p300 also
~ugust

1992

Podllte harness to suit short (5'1"-5'4") pilot
specially cut to suit female pilot has storage for
glider bag, packup gear, radio camera etc & folds
up to small rucksack size fluoro pink $250 ph
Jenny Ganderton or Len Paton 068 537220 AH
Sting 166 (Int) grey LE orange/blue US white TS
spare upright gd cond $2100 ono ph David Mead
049631530 AH or 512444 W
FoIl160B (Int) white MS orange LE spare speed
bar & upright $1200 also
Podllte harness by Danny Scott suit 5'10"
(178cm) pilot orange colour with black trim (includes tow bridle) $350 also
Varlo Per10rmance VZ by Mast-Air as new $200
also
Flying suit by Danny Scott grey & f1uoro orange
suit 5'10" (178cm) pilot $175, for sale together or
separately ph Alan 042 671543
Moyes XS Easy 155 (Int) mauve LE blue yellow
US speed barfaired uprights batten profile $2000
also
Moyes pod harness medium blue front yellow
back $400 ono also
Moyes GTR 162 (int) gd cond $500 ph Ken W
7am-3pm 048 864377, H after 5pm 048 712819

Paragllder Falhawk Athlete 22 sq m 40 hrs
coastal flying purple with rainbow tip ex cond
non-porous SNZ39Z6 with harness $2700 ph Tim
026321634
Foll160B Race (Int) white reasonable cond flies
well $1000 ph Bob 049 499199
Foil C 152 (adv) ex cond $300 ono or will swap
for gd int glider ph Ross 049 431900, 018687020
GTR 151 WB (int) blue LE turquoise & magenta
US gd 1st high perf glider in gd cond $1 ,050 ph
Hayden 066 884148
XS 155 (adv) gd cond 3 yrs old new side wires
$1000 ph 02 7921332
Backpack Cocoon harness suit 5'8" $100 also
Chute gd cond $280 ph Carol 066 858 673
Gyro 145 (Nov) blue LE white MS gd cond exc
for small pilots $1000 ph Shirley 066 857147 BH
Sky Systems bug harness suit 5'9" pilot also PA
Chute also ICOM IG 40 UHF + Foil 155 fair cond
bargain $1200 the lot or will separate ph 063
441587
Ball 651 dual scale variometer/altimeter with
safety wire & ball clamp, near new $500 also
Flying suit black & red made by Dave Goodall

162fi~==================================================~~

Moyes Beater
World
(I nt) last of the
World Beaters
in as new cond
$1800 ph Tim
066863883 W,
876113H
XS Easy, pod
&. parachute,
Ball varlo 6 hrs
airtime $3000
ph or fax Tony
Hunt
042
272372

Foil
150B
Racer (Int) low
hrs v gd cond
must sell only
$1400 ph 018
424760
Edel/Alrman
Ace paraglider
fully certified
high
perf

Hook Knives
at an affordable price -
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only $5 each! plus $1_50 p&p I • ~

:::I~:~: :;~:;::b~: :~: ~:a:~:::::~c:lade $21I • Holders now also available (elastic/velcro) only

Peter Bolton
Adelaide Hang Gliding School
37 Alexander Ave
Morphett Vale SA 5162

Ph: 083261599
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Whether you land in the surf, have to deploy your
' chute in strong winds or have a tow release '-_ _../_-.!malfunction, there's no excuse not to own one at
this price!
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Jumpsuits converts to parachuting jump suit with
attachment of formation - freefalling straps (supplied) suit pilot 6' tall beautifully warm $180 ono
ph Alaric or Anna on 049 430674

I

Swap Harley Davidson 89 Softail Springer
47,000 kilometres ex cond worth $16000 for 2
seater certified trike ph Ron 068 290440
GlR 170 (Int) with VG & speed bar red LE white
& yellow sail spare base bar, Ball varlo & alt
harness & chute in carry bag, 3 ch CB 55 hrs all
ex cond $2000 ph 02 5333643
Emergency parachute for paragliding APCO
Mayday 23 sq m square bag never used in
emergency opened inspected & professionally
re-packed mint cond $350 ph Yves & Catherine
02 8883602 AH or 8712468
Blitz 146 (Adv) purple TS fluoro yellow LE & 1st
panel white 2nd panel kevlar TS ex cond $3700
ono ph 049 526420 or contact Air Borne 049
499199
XS Easy (Int) grey & white wing with fluoro pink
LE speed bar v gd cond only 24 hrs airtime
desperate to sell $2000 ono ph Martin 02
9682947
Paragllder Edel Aero new cond only 8 hrs airtime incl harness & backpack carry bag bargain
at only $1000 ph Brad on 049 497304
Aero 150 (Nov) grey LE red pink US gd cond with
spare upright $1900 ono ph Todd 049 612551
Buzzard 532 Arrow II wing original owner with log
book since new this trike is fitted with AirBorne
tow system altimeter head temp gauge +
parachute all on custom built trailer priced at only
$8000 this is the best value for money trike available call me anytime on 018 494505; can also
help with lessons and delivery
AirBorne Trike 503 Rotax Arrow I wing trailer ex
cond $6500 also
Moyes GTS 170 (Int) red & white v gd cond with
cocoon harness & helmet $650 ph Steve 049
635316

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Mystery glider sale guaranteed to beat the world
162 times int or hot novices forget the bombout

Mt Yarrahappinn~ Mid North Coast - photo David Julian
blues this glider has been blessed with holy water,
charmed by the wind gods & even the tarot says
you can't go wrong, colours: pink could be one of
'em, blue might be the other, is it in gd nick? you
betcha! ring for more clues & secret price Jules
082611902
Mission 170 (Nov) total airtime 10 hrs red LE
yellow & white incl manual & batten profile $2300
also
Moyes pod harness colour coordinated with
glider $250 also
PA Chute $350 also
Ball varlo 651 1'-0" increments $450 also
Tow bridle & hydraulic tow meter & ram complete $80 also
hand held UHF Royce Aus 200 2 batteries &
charger $400 all in ex cond can arrange transport
anywhere in Australia ph David Martin 085 62236
AH
Mission 170 (Int) 10 hrs grey LE & fluoro orange
& white US gd cond gd buy $2500 ono ph 08
3644841 AH

Students Karen Hoskin & Holger Kaube prepare while Tony
Armstrong summons the wind at Sandon Beach near Wollongong - Mark Hellier

Vision Eclipse 184 (Suncoast) (Int) ideal intermediate glider forthe larger pilot low hrs v gd cond
faired safe-edge uprights, no keel pocket spare
parts still available at reasonable rates priced to
sell at$1350 also Foil Combat152 (Adv) ex-Carl
Braden World's glider '91 white trilam LE fluoro
yellow & grey US sleeved LE extended X-bars
extra half-battens $2500 also
Foil Combat 139 (Adv) as new only 10 days flying
white trilam LE pink & yellow US quick to set up
no half battens $3700 ph Peter Bolton (08)
2694711

QUEENSLAND
GlR Race 162 (I nt) white with blue LE fair cond
$1000 ono also
XS 155 (Adv) It blue MS flu oro green & white US
in gd cond $1800 ono also
cocoon harness approx 5'6" red $60 also
Moyes look-a-Iike pod harness suit 5 '8"-6' $150
ph Scott 018 755322 or 075 762225
XS 142 (Adv) 5 mths old as new cond flu oro pink
& white scrim LE power rib TE tip levers must sell
$3300 ph Fran 079 574330 leave message
Sprite 170 (nov) perfect for beginner pilot red &
white low hrs ex cond with harness & helmet
$1800 ask for Mark 07 3557723
Traveller's World band Sony radio receiver in
as new cond price $250 ph 074 429315
XS 155 (Adv) latest model With scrim power rib
& warp sail fins absolutely immac $3500 also
GlR 148 (for adv only) 34' wing span one-off hig~
performance version mar'IUfactured for Ian Jar·
man full mylar sail kingpost hang v high aspec
glider excellent buy for those unable to afforc
latest XS low hrs $1800 ph 074 828934
Foill40B (int) all white with blue LE gd cond $95(
ph 070 553343
Aero 170 (int) 30 hrs pink/blue/white gd con
$2100 ph Nick 075 366113
Moyes Mission 150 (int) ex cond 76 hrs faire
uprights & kingpost the Mission 150 is a hi
novice glider, student/novice to obtain instructor
OK before buying $1700 ph 07 2733489
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) blue LE & US gold 1
white TE flies straight & trim gd cond $900 inspe
Brisbane ph Cameron McNeill 08 2713686
2127277 W
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Aero 170 (Nov) 30 hrs pink/blue/white gd cond
$2100 ph Nick 075366113
Wanted flying suit for 6'1" pilot ph Pat 079 739414
Moyes GT 170 (Int) low hrs gd cond no further
use a bargain at $850 ph 074 41 6832
Esprit 158 (Int) maroon LE & US proven XC
performer in gd cond an absolute bargain at only
$400 ph Ian MacLean 070321392
GTR 162 (Int) orange LE yellow & white US with
speed barv gd cond well cared for$1200 ph Hugh
018881771
Traveller's World bank Sony radio receiver in
as-new cond price $250 ph 074 429315
Aero 170 (Int) 35 hrs young blue & white $2000
UHF radio new battery pack & mic $290 ph Jill
070382066 W , 381425 AH
Moyes GTR 162 (Int) 1 owner batten pattern &
manual gd cond $1000 ph Pete 074 461722
FoIl160B ex-Graham Hall Sunshine Coast Club
black red & white new uprights v gd cond complete with 6' cocoon harness parachute vario
& batten profiles $1250 also
Bandit purpose built trainer kite completion with
apron-trapeze harness new uprights & sidewires
suit beginner gd cond $250 also
CB 200 complete with original upright & semiprone harnesses still in flying cond suit someone
with historical interest $50 ph Julian 071 611303
or 611784 AH genuine reason for sale

VICTORIA
GTR 162 Racer (int) + spare hang loops 1 spare
downtube & medium helmet will sell for $1200
ono must sell ph Geoff 054478557
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) pink LE pink & grey US
white MS gd cond $2200 also
Foil160B (Int) blue LE red blue & rainbow US no
flutters $1200 ph Ted 03 5966658
XS 155 (adv) 1 season old only flown 6 hrs suit
new buyer fluoro pink Le fluoro pink band TE
fluoro yellow FUS pacific blue BUS power rib MS
must be seen no marks as new flies great $3600
also
matching pod harness suit 5'8" $450 ph Emerald
059686131
Magic IV 155 Full Race (int) fully faired VB dk
blue LE white & blue US pitchy inel spare upright
manual batten profile XC bag gd cond $900 also
Parachute 24 ft conical made by Paradynamics
recently repacked and ineludes deployment bag
$200 also
Instruments Ball M20 wrist variometer with
Thommen wrist altimeter & stop watch all
mounted on bracket for round or aerofoil uprights
$300 ph Steve 052 218872
Collector's Item 1974 Moyes hang glider $75
ono ph Harry Malsen 057 281492
Foil 160B Racer (int) red LE with blue grey &
white US a v well cared for one owner glider an
ideal 1st high performance blade also
AM car CB radio 40 ch & AM CB handheld radio
with hand mic both v compact units $120 pair will
separate ph 056 235758

a

Pegasus
trike red & black 462 water cooled
engine hangared all its life 130 hrs airtime spot
on cond complete with trailer & AUF rego $13500
ph 056 235758 or 252766

XS Easy (lnt) fully faired speed bar
blue LE white MS orange & blue US gd
FREE FREE FREE, Powered Hang Gliding,
cond $1800 ono also
Hang Gliding & Paragliding information &
World Beater GTR 162 (int) blue mylar
LE fluoro pink & white MS It blue & grey advice on; Insurance, equipment standards,
US fully faired speed bar ex cond certification, training, certified instructors,
$1500 ono will trade or freight
competitions, operations manuals, pilot
anywhere in Australia! also
endorsements,
membership,
WB GTR 162 (int) red mylar LE yellow certificates,
towing,
merchandise,
& white MS yellow & red US fully faired examinations,
speed bar gd cond $1500 ono also
seminars,
events,
aviation orders,
World Beater GTR 175 (int) blue LE
regulations, log books, regional and club
pink US fully faired speed bar gd cond
contacts, site maintenance, becoming a
$1500 ono will trade also
Safety
Officer, examiner or Instructor, etc
XS 142 (Adv) fluoro yellow LE & MS
power rib white US ex cond $3000 ono etc etc ...
also
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia,
Mission 170 (int) fluoro yellow LE
Tel/Fax
069 472888
white MS flu oro orange & fluoro yellow
US speed bar ex cond $2000 ono also
GTR 162 (int) red LE white MS best L-----T-rl-k-e-e-n-g-ln-e-pa-rts--R-ot-ax-4-4-7-r-e-d-u-ct-io-n-g-e-ar-b-o.J
x
cond GTR in SA $900 ono ph Stephen Ruffels
new $500 sell $200 ono air silencer sell $40 ono
057 551724
also complete Robin EC 44 PM engine in bits suit
rebuild or parts $300 ono Gerard 03 8074034 AH
Paraglider Swing Zenith (int) 23 sq m 60-75 kg
with speed system Giitesiegel comes with harness + backpack $2500 also
Harness $200 ph Heinz 03 5791839
BOI Power pack for paraglider v powerful 170 Ibs
thrust 21 kg total weight 1 hr use sell $4500 ph
Bruno 03 5530224
Aero 170 (Nov) red/white/It blue batten profile &
manual speed bar recently serviced gd cond
priced to sell $1600 also
Moyes Pod suit 5'8"-6 '2" ex cond $300 also
Radio Head set for helmet suit UHF radio $50 ph
Geoff 052 754597
Sjostrom vario ex cond $500 ph Tony 052
438245
Mission 170 (int) orange LE flu oro pink & yellow
US white TS speed bar & faired king post comes
with spare speed bar & upright v gd cond $1900
ph 03 8709448
XS 155 (Adv) flies & looks great only flown on
Sundays $2000 ph 03 4277903

Sjostrom Varlo/altimeter in brand new cond
only used a few times dual batteries averager
case & instruction perf for hang or paragliding
$550 also
XS 142 (adv) gd cond one owner flies great white
LE white MS fluoro yellow US never bent genuine
sale $2200 ono 06 2979081 leave message

WA
Mission 170 (int) It blue/white gd cond $2000 ph
Jim 09 4972023
Mission 170 (int) fluoro yellow LE maINe pink
white MS white US speed bar spare upright a
much loved glider in ex cond $2100 ono ph Pete
098417946
Sabre 175 (Int) top cond with harness helmet
parachute $1200 ono ph Greg Perejaun 09
2943929

ULTRACOM
"Quiet !II
HELMET

SYSTEMS
No more shouting at your passengers!
The Ultra Com is the worlds most popular sport aviation helmet system.
Two noise cancelling helmets with comfortable earmuffs, a noise cancelling mike and a
Botsford circuit internally powered intercom unit come together in this excellent communications system. The UltraCom can also be connected to most handheld radios
(FM while you are flying l) including the ICOM range.
A real 5 star system - its brilliant !
Two helmets with Comms ruJ.4 intercom unit $860
One helmet wJ1;h Comms $360 (for effective air to air/ground communication)

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
Sunbury Airfield
Sunbury VIC 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
Fax (03) 431-1869

Black Magic paraglider 24 sq m 55-75 kg weight
range 15 hrs airtime ex cond $1750 ph 03
4894793
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Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
BId 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194
Powered Hang Gliders and Trikes Sales and Training

No 1 for Pegasus Solar Wings Products
11
11

11
11

Pegasus Ouazar 2 582 LN cm "The Limousine" with cruise control-low noise model is unbelievably
quiet
Pe2asus "0" 2nd in World Championships this year
Unbeatable cross country performance and handling with over 7 hours endurance. Ask about the NEY{
Export Model, it's even better!!
Pegasus "XL" the recreational pilots ' and Training Schools' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq ft of magic. Every
serious training facility needs at least one of these.
.B.an.dit the fastest flex wing on earth. Good for going interstate or just impressing people.

The Pegasus legal 2 seat trikes are top value NEW from $13,850 - they are fully backed with spares.
11

SkylinkZA Hornet side by side seating, a brilliant trike with superb rough air ability.
Fully optioned. Reduced from $28,000 to clear at $18,500 (only 1 left)

11

Chaser S the world champion single seater. "A
flexwing experience that is hard to beat"
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We also have a number of good used aircraft available for
those who want a legal 95.32 2-seater. Prices from
$9,800
Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and can be test flown to ensure you
make the right choice. Phone for an information package and to arrange a test flight in your area .
Don ' t forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and intercom set, the best you can get, with visors and radio
interface. Ex-stock $1200
or your
IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights. Ex-stock $575.00
Phone John Goodrich at Sky Cycles Pty Ltd for all the latest in trike products and training
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Mobile 018 336346
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